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Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
United Press International

In Our ebid Year

TELEPHONE WORKERS WALK OUT
WASHINGTON—Half a million telephone workers walked out
today in a nationwide strike, their first in more than two years.
Negotiations broke down yesterday and union leaders said the
nation can expect at least a two-week strike. Bell Telephone officials said automated equipment and the use of supervisors to
Our watch stopped for some hand per-to-person calls should prevent interruption of normal
reason and we took it down to service.
IVIlliarn R. for fixing. He made a
loan of another watch for us to STRONG EARTHQUAKE OCCURS
UPPSALA, Sweden—The Seismologic Institute said a "very
use and it Is the winding kind.
Ours is self-winding and strong" earthquake occurred today near New Britain Island east
naturally we let this watch run of New Guinea. The quake measured eight on the Richter scale—
the strongest quake so far this year. Another big quake shook
down. Forgot to wind it.
either Afghanistan or Pakistan early today, one registering 7.3 on
Thanks to Jim Edwards down at a scale of 10.
the station, for a story he sent us.
Humorous, but to tell you the APOLLO HAS TROUBLES
CAPE KENNEDY—A momentary drop in spacecraft electrical
truth Jim, we're scared to run it.
power forced Apollo 15's astronauts to open their moonship hatch
A U. S. Senator, on an inspection today as a precautionary measure during a simulated flight. The
tour of an Army training cane), electrical problem did not affect the progress of the final trial
put on Army fatigues and walked countdown for the astronauts' scheduled July 26 launch to the
*Bong the troops. This caused moon.
SOSGI to call out, "Hey, soldier, BURGER ISSUES WARNING
you look just like my senator." "I
LONDON—Chief Justice Warren Burger warned that terror
am your senator," came the and brute force are threatening the course of law and legal
MAY
traditions. Burgers' remarks came at the opening of the London
The GI shook his head in portion of the American Bar Association's 94th annual conamazement. "Boy," he finally vention, which began last week in New York. He said the struggle
said, "you sure must have a of reason over terror could best be resolved by looking to
tough draft board."
precedents in law.
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Mullins Infant
Dies Last Night

curred eight tenths of a mile
north of Murray on old Highway
641.
Also injured in the accident,
but not hospitalized, were
Deborah's mother, Mrs. Terry
Mullins, and Mrs. Dennis
2 year old
1
Kauffman and her 2/
daughter, Laura Lynn, both of
Murray Route Two.
Deborah was given emergency
treatment at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital and
then rushed to Baptist Hospital
by a Blalock-Coleman ambulance.
Grapes of Wroth at Beaten won the Battle of the Banns at the
Kentucky' State Trooper
paJohn of Murray placed second and Ironstone, also of Murray
Charles Stephenson reported that
(Photo By Tubbs Studio)
Mrs. Mullins, going north on 641
and following another vehicle,
Computer Programmer
Fifteen members of Boy Scout made a left turn and collided with
Troop 77, sponsored by the First the car being driven south on 841
Aptitude Test Planned
Christian Church, attended by Mrs. Kauffman.
At University July 24
summer camp at the Four Rivers Funeral services are scheduled
Council Scouting Reservation at the chapel of the BlalockStudents interested in com- located on Kentucky Lake last Coleman Funeral Home at 10
a.m., Thursday, July 15, with
Managers and Coaches of ine ance, 12 year old son of Mr. and puter data processing as a career week.
Little League Division of the Mrs. Edwin Vance of Route 4; will have the opportunity to take Each of the fifteen scouters Brother Glenn Montgomery of
Tee the past three days we have JORDAN RENEWS BOMBING
Murray Baseball Association not Donnie Winchester, 12 year old a free computer programmer qualified himself for a higher Martin, Tennessee, and Brother
been having folks in from the
JERASH, Jordan—The Jordanian army today renewed its at City Hall on Monday, July 5 to son, Mrs. Dortha Winchester of aptitude test at Murray State rank while he was at camp and Hollis Miller of the University
Advertising workshop out at the bombardment of guerrilla bases 25 miles north of the capital city nominate and elect the 1971, Allthe group earned a combined Church of Christ, officiating.
813 North 18th Street; Don University July 24.
University. They are either DE of Amman, forcing hundreds of civilians to flee villages and Star Tournament Team which is McCuiston, 12 year old son of Mr.
Scheduled at 10 a.m. in Rouui total of sixty-two merit badges as Burial will be in Memorial
leachers or students majoring in refugee camps. An army doctor said 25 civilians had been to represent Murray in tour- and Mrs. Jimmie MCuiston of 104 of the Business Building, the a result of their efforts.
Gardens in Martin.
business. DE is Distributive wounded but declined to give the number of military casualties. nament play at Ft. Campbell. Route 7;
test Troop 77 earned more merit Deborah Lynn was born May
nationally
validated
Education and we have a fine
Elected to the 1971, Murray James Mavis, 11 year old son developed by IBM is being of- badges than any of the other 23, 1970, at the Murray-Calloway
program here at Murray High.
County Hospital.
Little League All-Star team of Mr. and Mrs. James Chavis, fered at the university for the thirteen troops at the camp.
were: Kenny Adams, 12 year old Sr., of Route 7; Ricky Melton, 12 second successive year. No Some of the merit badges Other survivors in addition to
Kids tears about business and
were: Pioneering, her parents include: grandis earned
registration
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ken Adams year old son of Mr.and Mrs. Noel advance
that making a profit is not a sin
Rowing, Lifeguard, First Aid, parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
of Route 2, Murray; Tommy Melton of 907 Vine Street.
necessary.
but a necessity ifs business is to
Indian Lore, Swimming, Reptile Mullins of Martin, Tenn., and Mr.
Chavis, 12 year old son of Mr. and Eiected by the coaches and
Dr. Jules Harcourt, professor Study, Archery; Photography, and Mrs. Miners Griffin, Jr., of
keep going.
Mrs. James Chavis of Route 7; managers of the eight Little
of administrative management in Canoeing, Motorboating, Savannah, Tennessee. Also
Lindsey Hudspeth, 12 year obl
gue clubs to work with the
School of Business, will Lifesaving, Cooking, Camping, surviving
greatare
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lewitt All-Stars were William McKeel the
The Ford Motor Company is
Hudspeth of 403 South 2nd Street; (Astros) and Chester Thomas supervise the testing. He said test Soil and Water Conservation and grandmothers, Mrs. C. B.
results "will indicate possibilities Paul Bunyan Axmanship.
producing a $200,000 bulletproof
Thacker of Savannah, Tenn., and
Tim Lane, 12 year old son of Mr. (Cubs).
for
success in computer data Troop 77 also won the much Mrs. Miner* Griffin, Sr., of
car for the president at its own
and Mrs. Norman Lane of Alt Managers and Coaches of the
processing classes in the prized watermelon as champion Crump, Tenn.
expense. They get some prestige
ParkLane Drive; Mickey McK
iContinued on Page Twelve)
professional field after com- of the Water Carnival. This year Friends may call at the
from the project, although they The sale of $12,500,00 in various stages of construction on 11 year old son of Mr. and
will leeig.tbe car 19. the cidvecit- revenue bonds for oosistructioa the camps. These include:
Blalock-Colernan Funeral Home.
William McKeel of 1707
ICemdinatidoa Peplye)
ICeeellneld 4111 Page Twelve)
rnent tore5,1100 a yhar.These cars has been approved by the Murray The six-story addition to the Avenue;
are Continentals. The car Ford is State University board of regents Fine Arts Building, scheduled for Jeffrey Oakley, 12 year old son
building has one-fourth inch at an average interest rate of use in September; the already- of Mr. and Mrs. Carl E. Oakley,
armor plating on it.
slightly more than seven per ccompleted seven-floor Faculty of 914 Waldrop Drive; Benny
Hall, an academic classroom Pittman, 12 year old son of Mr.
cent.
In an abbreviated meeting building; an academic-athletic and Mrs. Hubert Pittman of New
Tuesday, the board accepted the facility, and a Business Services Concord; Mel Purcell, 12 year old
bid of Blyth & Company and Building, to house the univer- son of Mr. and Mrs. Bennie
Associates, New York, as the sity's purchasing and printing Purcell of Dogwood Drive; Paul
Robertson, 12 year old son of Mr.
most favorable of three sub- facilities.
In other action, the board and Mrs. Flavil Robertson of 211 The immediate development of
mitted. tentatively approved a student
a master plan for long-range
The New York firm's bid health insurance program, but South 13th Street; Eddie Rollins, improvement of the facilities at
Lucy
Mrs,
of
son
old
year
12
the Calloway Country Club was
A book review for children will represented an interest saving of deferred final approval until it's Rollins of 505 Meadow lime;
be given by Helen Hodges, $284,000 more than the nearest of next regular meeting August 8. Kevin Shahan, 11 year old son directed by the club's board of
Presiding over the 45-minute of Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. Shahan directors at its July meeting
Thursday,July 15,at 2:30 p.m. in the other two received.
Proceeds from the sale of meeting was State Superin- of 1701 West Main; Rayinond Monday night.
the Calloway County Library
auditorium. Slie will review the bonds will be used to retire bond tendent of Public Instruction Sims, 12 year old son of Mr. and
The directors authorized Ted
children's book "A Penny's anticipation notes on four major Wendell P. Butler, the board Mrs. Ramond Sims, Jr. of 402 Bradshaw, chairman of the
Worth of Character" written by projects nearing completion or in chairman.
North Cherry Street; Terry seven-member long-range
Jesse Stuart.
planning committee, to seek
has given
Mrs. Hodges
professional help in the
numerous dramatized book
development of the desired
reviews for both children and
improvements and to obtain
adults.
approximate costs for:
Jesse Stuart, author of many
—A new or enlarged swimming
books, short stories, and poetry
pool,
volumes, will be present to talk to
—Renovation of the present
the youg people. Mr. Stuart is a
club house,
from
educator
Kentucky
—Additional parking facillities,
How are residents of Calloway business in the local area was at a $14,094,000, as compared with the
Greenup,Kentucky. Almost all of
and
year's $13,860,000.
good level.
previous
relatively
County
spending
their
money
his children's books are on
courts and
The SRDS report shows that —Additional tennis
The findings, by the Standard
suggested reading lists for these days?
for night
lights
of
installation
Boyd McClure, top photo, is shown with the Grand Champion Jersey cow that won over SS entries
the
up
held
How much of their shopping Rate and Data Service, reveal local consumer buying
children. Some of the books are
in the open Jersey Cattle show at the Calloway County Fair last flied. The Jersey is owned by
pattern locally and well, under the circumstances, in play.
spending
the
dollar
going
is
for
cars,
food,
"Old Ben," "The Beatinest
The swimming pool project Murray State University. Angela Howard, below, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.Sam Howard of Mayfield,
in all other sections of the most other retail lines.
Boy," "Red Mule," and "Huey clothing, furniture, household
was
given No. 1 priority by the captured the Junkie Champion ribbon. Kathy Stubblefield showed the Grand Champion Is 4-H
merchandise,
country.
Sales of general
equipment and the Wee?
the Engineer."
committee, and would competition and Kilt Sutbblefield had the Junior Champion. Larry Tucker captured both the Grand
planning
According to figures that have In Calloway County, it is in department stores and variety
Stuart's books will be on sale at
(Photo By Tubbs Studio)
stores gelling fond and shops, totaled $4,417,000. The include the construction of a bath and Junior champion ribboas in FFA competition.
shown,
Just
become
a
available
through
this time and may be
house.
automotive equiprpent captured former figure was $4,320,000.
new
consumer
market
study,
autographed.
a large part of the consumer Those specializing in clothing, Remodeling of the men's and
"Children aged 6 and up are most local families had bigger
dollar. Together, they attracted shoes, hats and other articles of ladies' locker room facilities
in
incomes
past
the
year
in
than
invited to this program, the first
per cent of all retail business in apparel grossed $2,447,000, as (Continued on Page Twelvel
47
of its kind to be offered in our former years and, therefore, the area.
against the 1969 total of
more
to
in
money
spend
that
area," said Mrs. Trevathan.
Elsewhere in the United States, 82,221,000.
direction.
As a result, although they were they collected only 39 per cent Sales of furniture, household
Now You Know
somewhat more cautious with and, in the State of Kentucky, 43 furnishings and the like added up
to $2,955,000. Their previous
By Caned Press International their purchasing than in former percent.
Wealthy persons serving sen- years, because of the depression The outlay for food alone, in volume was $3,054,000.
Revival Services will be held at
tences in the Bastille in Paris and because of inflation, retail bakeries, supermarkets, butcher
the Independence Methodist
shops, delicatessens and the like
before its overthrow on July 14,
Church beginning Sunday, July
totaled $10,649,000, as against the
1789, were permitted to keep
18 and continuing throughout
year's
$8,971,000.
prior
throw
to
their servants and
July 24.
Saturday,
solely
bought
was
food
This
for
lavish dinner parties for their
for home consumption. It does William ttornbuckle of Murray Rev. Roger Joseph will conduct
friends in the prison.
not include expenditures made in is an apprentice funeral director the services which will begin at 8
The Murray chapter of the restaurants and other eating and and is now associated with the p.m. each evening.
National Secretaries Association drinking places.
Cosmopolitan Mortuary, 1118 The congregation has invited
will hold a dinner meeting at 7 Just how much the take-home Harrison Street, Paducah. and the public to attend the services.
p.m.at the Southside Restaurant, food purchases averaged, on a has been authorized to work with
Monday, July 19.
per-family basis, was determined the company, according to
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
The program will be entitled, by apportioning the total amount Charles H. Doggs, licensed
Considerably cloudy today
Questions
It."
Murray State University
The
For
Asked
director,
"You
becoming partly cloudy tonight
spent equally among the local mortician and funeral
and Thursday. Scattered thun- have been submitted by the population. It came to $1,094 per and Rev. W. G. Harvey, business Amateur Radio Club will meet at
the Ham Shack on Chestnut St. at
manager.
dershowers today becoming less members concerning problems family.
numerous tonight and Thursday. arising in the office and these As for stores selling automotive The Murray man appeared 7:30 p.m. The program will be
Warm through Thursday with question, and solutions to the equipment, including cars, before the Board of Funeral evaluation of the field day outing
highs in the lb. Lows tonight in problems will be discussed by motorcycles, boats and ac- Directors in Louisville last and plans for study of theory and
Code for general license.
panels
the upper 80s to mid 70s.
cessories, they accounted for month.
Little Miss Deborah Lynn
Mullins, thirteen month old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Terry
Mullins of 811 Olive Street, died
last night at Baptist Memorial
Hospital in Memphis, Tennessee.
The baby girl was critically
injured in a traffic accident
Saturday morning which oc-

Little Leap All-Star
Team Picke By Coaches

Troop 77
At Camp
Last Week

MSU Regents Approve
Sale Of $12.5 Million
Revenue Bonds Tuesday

CCC Plans
Long Range
Improvement

Children's Book
Review Is Planned

Food, Cars, Capture Large
Portion Of County Dollars

Revival Planned At
Independence Church

Secretaries Plan
Meeting for Monday

William Hornbuckle
Now With Mortuary

The Weather

ATTEND THE CALLOWAY COUNTY FAIR
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Why Nation Will Prevail

July 12, 1971
ADULTS 100
NURSERY 6
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Parker (Mrs.
Carolyn Ruth Parker), Rt. 2,
Murray,Baby Boy Hopkins(Mrs.
Karen Christine Hopkins), Rt. 2,
Murray, Baby Girl Harris (Mrs.
Sylvia Nell Harris), Rt. 6,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Marion Grace Flood,
Dexter, Mrs. Susan Anne Free
and Baby Girl, 1200 Main St.,
Murray, Jimmy Dale Wheatley,
Rt. 4, Murray, Robert Zelma
Riunfelt, 210 S. 15th, Murray,
Bert Deering, 507 Beale St.,
Murray, Mrs. Obera Cole Brown,
Rt. 1, Almo, Joe Nanney, Rt. 1,
Ahno.

..

........
•

1. •

RESTIAC TED
AREA

By ELDON BARNETT
SEATTLE, Wash. (UPI
computer simulator that can
play nearly any technological
role has been designed by
engineers at the Boeing Co.
Although computers represent
one of the great achievements
modern science, their
of
blinding speed and complexity
make difficult for design
engineers to understand precisely how a specific computer
different
in
perform
will
situations and under varying
demands.
But the gnineers at Boeing's
aerospace group believe they
have solved this problem with
their simulator.
Simulation is a technique
whereby one computer is
programmed to act like another
piece of equipment—including
another computer. Use of this
technique has been hampered
in the past because normal
computers are not good at
simulating the thousands of
elements and their intercorunections that make up other
computers.
A. W. Van Ausdal, who
helped design the new computer
simulation facility, said the
machine was built to accurately
simulate other digital hardware
at speeds hundreds of times
faster than previously was
possible with Olasral purple
computers.
In addition, be saki, the new
facility can simulate all of the
equipment which will interact
hardware
being
with the
studied.
This type of a simulator
would be valuable for designers
of spacecraft to be sent on
outer planetary explorations.

There are those who say that our
government, on all levels, has never been
more corrupt than it is now. There are those
who say that our young people have little
sense of patriotism and love of country. There
are those who say that the American people
do not love their con try with the fierce in.41/k
dependence that our forefathers did. There
The Almanac
are those who say that this Republic has run
By United Press International
its course, that it is rotten to the core, and that
Today is Wednesday, July 14,
it cannot survive.
the 195th day of 1871.
A visit to the birthplace of this country
The moon is between its full
does much to restore one's confidence that phase and last quarter.
The morning stars are Venus,
most of these opinions are so much baloney;
and Saturn.
Mars
of
poppycock; hogwash. In the central city
The evening stars are MercuHall,
Philadelphia stands Independence
ry and Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
where fifty-six courageous patriots signed
the sign of Cancer.
under
Ione4,
July
on
Independence
of
the Declaration
Swedish film director Ingmar
in
stands
one
building
historic
this
1776. Inside
Bergman was born July 14,
%el%
awe on hallowed ground where Thomas 1918.
On this day in history:
Jefferson, George Washington, John Adams
In 1789 the French stormed
-and other patriots forged the great documents
1144E,CEN)CLGAGEDWIIIE SIJPREME COURT'
Paris, :a
in
Prison
Bastille
the
to make sure that all Americans would have day now commemorated as a
Carve Like a Master Chef
the rights of life, liberty and the pursuit of national holiday in France.
lumpy cuts of roasts
Stringy,
the
passed
In 1798 Congress
happiness.
and fowl are a thing of the past
making it a crime
with the new electric carving
Not far from Independence Hall is Christ Sedition Act,any
LaDalia a Tuna Ma
"false, scandato publish
And the master carver
knives.
Church where Washington and Benjamin lous and malicious" writings
isn't tied to an outlet when his
carving knife is powered by reFranklin worshipped. And in a nearby park is against the government, ConRoute Three was killed July
Murray
of
21,
age
chargeable nickel-cadmium batKilgore,
Dillard
president.
the
or
gress
a
by
flanked
Franklin,
the grave of Benjamin
teries
to 12 in a car and truck collision about two miles east of Cadiz.
Ambassador
U.S.
1965
In
large bronze plaque which lists the amazingly the United Nations Adlai Dr. Bill G.Jackson, M.D.,of Murray has opened his offices for
largeiumber of contributions he made to his Stevenson died of a heart practice of general medicine in association with Dr. Ralph L.
Cash at Princeton.
country.
attack in London.
In 1966 eight nurses were Miss Gail Chumbler, Murray State student and the Miss KenOne is impressed by the never-ending
murdered on the South tucky entry in the Miss USA contest was selected as one of the
stream of visitors who make pilgrimages to found
Side of Chicago. Drifter Rich- fifteen semi-finalists but was eliminated in the final round.
these shrines of American liberty. It is ard Speck later was convicted Miss Betty Lou Ellis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. D. Judson Ellis
C. H.
refreshing and reassuring to watch the steady
of the crimes and sentenced to of Hopkinsville,and Harold G.Beaman,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hwy 79-E (Lake Hiway) Paris, Tennessee
at the First Baptist
8
were
July
Murray,
married
of
Beaman
the
1971,
28,
June
On
death.
stream of thousands of Americans who come
Supreme Court overruled the Church, Hopkinsville.
to see the place where their country was death sentence.
* FIRST DRIVE-IN SHOWING *
, born; to touch the Liberty Bell; to sit in the
A thought for today: Samuel
same pews where Washington, Adams and
At the all new remodeled Skyvue, where only
• Franklin sat in worship. And a large per- Butler said, "If people would
LED01111 as Tama MLR
dare to speak to one another
the best is shown. Wall-to-wall carpet throughout
centage of these visitors are young unreservedly, there would be a
our concession building. First Drive-In showing of
Americans, boys and girls, young men and good deal less sorrow in the The 20th annual meeting of the western Dark Fired Tobacco
the
reviewing
Hill
Boone
with
world a hundred years hence." Growers Association was held
the biggest picture of the year, "LOVE STORY",
women. They would not come if they did not
previous
operation.
year's
love their country and value the rich heritage
at regular admission... Adults '1.25; Children
Lt. James T. Sharpe, 123 fighter comber wing, made an
which is theirs.
emergency landing near the Wiley B. Parker farm on the Hazel
under 12 years, FREE. So bring the family to the
Yes, we have corruption in government.
bidet wrote
Road on July 12 when he had engine trouble.
Skyvue at Paris, Tenn., one of West Tennessee's
Ken Hale of Nashville, Tenn., will replace Kennie McRee who
And we have a small element of our society
ill
while
College.
dors
State
resigned
as
Murray
coach
line
at
finest Drive-In Theatres.
who thumb their noses at the American Flag
The College Presbyterian Church held a picnic at the City Park
Hallelujah
the
wrote
Handel
and all it stands for. We have those who would
just moved to Murray
Chorus from the Messiah after on July 12 in honor of the people who have
undermine and destroy our government and
is church pastor.
Austin
Orval
their
in
visited
and
Rev.
church.
SHOWING FOR 14 BIG NIGHTS
while
recovering from a stroke,
our way of life. But they are, thank God, a
Louis Pasteur discovered a
vaccine to fight rabies in the
Starting July 8 thru July 21st!
minority few. The rank and file of Americans
same circumstances.
are still as red-blooded as ever and the vast
A booklet, written by Dr.
majority of us believe that the United States
Harley Williams, quotes their
cases to show that while
of America is still the greatest government
by Carl Riblet Jr.
strokes are serious illnesses,
there is. . . .far superior to anything else the
they are not always calamities
The l8-year-olds are quite likely to teach us one
world has to offer.
and recovery is common.
day soon that there are three ways to vote in an
Writing on this same theme a few weeks
election, and all of them are "against"—against the
ago, Congressman Ed Jones pointed out that
CI•an Power
status quo, against the incumbents and against all
1776 actually wasn't very long ago, still less
Natural gas, one of the cleanest of fuels, is rapidly becoming reason, which is to say "middle age" reason.
than two hundred years, yet this nation is
a source of power for the gen"The young men think old men are fools,
still the oldest continuously operating
eration of electricity and vehibut old men know young men are fools."
the
cular propulsion. To provide
constitutional government in the world.
utilengines
—from "All Fools" 1605
turbine
gas
power,
new
for
"Our nation set the example
•1.5
izing high-nickel alloys in the
of
many
and
world,
the
turbine
over
governments all
combustion chamber and
wheels are connected to generathe emerging nations today still use us as a
tors or the vehicles' wheels.
model of what they want to become,"
•• •
Congressman Jones said.
AB**,come of thee, and Of mine own have we given mee.-11
There were paper mills in
Our nation is not perfect by any means.
Spain, Italy and France in the Corinthians 29:14.
nallICUO PC101115
God asks nothing back. but He does expect us to pass on part of
No nation which takes such precautions to
12th century.
what
He
has
entrusted
to
us.
insure the freedom of its people could be
without flaws. Many people in our country
Love That Racket
uottbla and Redouble
abuse the freedoms we have and try to use
Tennis-racket frames shrug off In 1900, free world consumpchanges in humidity, impact and tion of primary nickel was some
them against the nation. Yet we survive, for
hard use when they are of nickel- -,03 million pounds. Ten years
our strength lies in the fact that we guarantee
chromium plated steel. The later, this had nearly doubled
chromium provides a pleasing, to 986 million pounds, and by
the rights of life, liberty and the pursuit of
bright finish while the nickel 1980, nickel demand is expected
happiness and that our government still
A HOWARD 6 WISP ARTHUR MUER Production
gives the costing durability and to double again to two billion
corrosion resistance.
pounds.
derives its powers from the consent of the
John Marley & Ray Illand MIgut ARTHURFUIR
governed.
• SI * ******
HOWARD6 MINSWI groilroa ?RIVE/1 rmiromir=
.
..
*
at a * IF If * * fll at ***••
* ...
Commenting on our nation:s survival,
•
tams matruesswam ce riviemorr sto.ci
I
I
*
ITS
IN
c
COME
ADULTS
•
Congressman Jones said: "Deep down inside,
c001. INSIDE.
SHOWS
we know even if we are unhappy with our
•
government that it is still based on the right,
If
"1.',.‘
%
COI it .
L3';‘.1, f
•
foundation and that, if things go wrong, it is
* DOUBLE FEATURE (GP)
because the people themselves have ex* NOW SHOWING *
7:45-9:10 •
for
box
things
ballot
the
pressed their will at
•
to take the direction they do take. For this
Starting July 25th thru July 28th
114 41"4;11.4
•
0
reason, our nation will survive its
•
•
tribulations. We will prevail."
•
•
•
George Washington said: "Government
•
•
"ENDLESS TUNNEL"—In an
is like a fire, which, if it is properly controlled
* P-L-11-S *
I.
FASTIMIANCAtOR
interview released in Lonwill light your hemes and cook your food and
•
don, Gen. Vo Nguyen Giap,
run your factories; but if it is not controlled it
North Vietnamese military
WWII:10M
masterftlind, said the U.S.
will destroy you."
•
a :Also Shows at 7:30 9:15 ADULT ENTERTAINMEikli •
in
itself
trapped
has
like
people
citizens,
At Regular Admission
It is up to individual
"tunnel without end" in
•
Soon!
Coming
YOU, to see that our government is properly
Vietnam. He said America
•
Children Under 12 Years of age FREE!!
has two choice*: "Stop the "BIJILJUITT'
controlled. That is why we have elections.
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Dodgers 14, Orioles 7; Indians 9, tee.
Houston against Jimmy Ellis,
to
third
place
playoff
gave
death
CHICAGO ( UPI)—Ralph KuMeta 4; Phils 16, Orioles 9; Astros With that excellent recall
his former sparring partner.
rein, a fullback with the Chicago the team of John White, Max
14, Meta 10.
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Ken
Walker,
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Phils 5, Mets 3; Astros 10, contests, Brooks Robinson
Morton.
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professional
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be
will
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Play
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in
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accident
motorcycle
by
prize
first
Astros
final and $5,000
played this weekend—Saturday Mets 5; Dodgers 6, Mets 5;
League clubhouse after it was
defeating Jan Leschley of last summer.
10, Orioles 6; Indians 16, Orioles all over Tuesday night and
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17
afternoon,
Sunday
and
Astros 6,
Denmark, 8-7, 8-2, 6-1, 6-4, Kurek, 28, joined the Bears in
Family Restaurants
and 18. Members are urged to 6: Indians 14, Phils 2;
on all those All-Star
Sunday in the $33,004/ Swedish 1965 as their 20th draft choice sign up at the Oaks Pro Shop or Mets 2; Orioles 11, Phils 9: In- touched
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been
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he
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after
collegiate
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playing
Open Hard Court tennis chamdians 5, Dodgers 4.
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Miss Debbie Steele Exchanges Wedding
Vows With Howard L. Moss In Ceremony
iAt Seventh & Poplar Church Of Christ

•

A

•

Wednesday, July 14
The Ladies Day Luncheon will
be served at the Oaks Country
Club at 12:15 pan. Make reservations by Monday !ay calling'
Peggy Hooks 753-2387 or Cheryl

Miss Shelia Cunningham,
bride-elect of Teddy Cohoon, was
honored with a lovely shower
held on Tuesday, June 79, at the
home of Mrs. John E. Cohoon.
The gracious hostesses for the
occasion were Mrs. Holmes Ellis,
Jr., Mrs. John E. Cohoon, and
Mrs. Joe P. Cohoon.
For the occasion the honoree
chose to wear a blue crocheted
knit pant suit with a hostesses'
gift corsage of white carnations.
The honoree opened her many
gifts for the guests to view.
The beautifully appointed
refreshment table was overlaid
with a pale yellow linen cloth and
centered with an arrangement of
yellow and white daisies flanked
by yellow candles.
Refreshments of punch, individual cakes, mints, and nuts
were served from the lovely
serving table. The appointments
were in crystal and silver.
thirty-five
Approximately
persons were present or sent
gifts.

LyndaG. Donelson
Becomes Bride Of
Michael Albert

To Be Married In August

Vows Planned July 30

Shelia Cunningham
Honored At Shower
At Cohoon Home

Dailey 753-8702. Other hostesses
are Revs Shelton, Janice Compton, Jane Boyd, Marilyn McCuiston, Dulcie Douglas, Carolyn
Reagan, Charlene Williams,
Shirley Darnell, Jane Cothran,
Verna Horning, and Lyndia
Cochran
The annual meeting will be
cield at the Outland Cemetery
This will be an all day affair.
Evening circles of the WSCS of
the First Unite Methodist Church
will meet as follows: Ruth Wilsod
will have a picnic; Wesleyan at
the home of Dr. Alice Koenecke,
1701 Hamilton, at 7:30 p.m.;
Hannah will meet at the City
Park for a picnic at 6:30 p.m.

Miss Linda Sue Baker
Mr. and Mrs. Javie W. Baker of Route Seven, Benton, announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Linda Sue, to Buddy Eugene Windsor, son of Mr. and Mrs. R. B.
Windsor of Route Seven, Murray.
Miss Baker attended North Marshall High School and received
her B. S. and M.A.degrees in elementary education from Murray
State University. She is presently employed as a teacher in the
Marshall County School System.
Mr. Windsor attenoed Lynn Grove High School and is presently
employed by the Goodyear Tire arid Rubber Company, Union
City, Tenn.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, July 30, at six
o'clock in the evening at the Briensburg Baptist Church. A
reception will be held at the church immediately following the
ceremony.
No formal invitations are being sent and all friends and
relatives are invited to attend.

Ladies of the Calloway County
Country Club will have its kmJieon at noon. Hostesses are
Mesdames Edd Glover, Bui.st
Scott, J. D. Murphy, Howard
Koerien, Ron Christopher, Jackie
Poole, Pet Waldrop, George
Shaw, Holmes Ellis, and Frank
Fitch.

me marriage of Miss Lynda
Gail Donelson of Murray Route
Six and Michael Curtis Albert of
The Pottertown Homemakers
Miss Deborah Gayle Jones
Jacksonville, Fla., was solemClub will have a potluck luncheon
nized on Monday, June 14.
at the home of Mrs. Louise Short.
Mr. and Mrs. Mete Ishii at Gleason, Tenn., formerly Of
Rev. Dennis Doone read the
Murray, announce the engagement and forthcoming marriage
double ring ceremony at sixtheir daughter, Deborah Gayle, to Harry Rupert Buddy) Sublett
thirty o'clock in the evening in
Thursday, July 15
son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sublett, Jr., of Route Four, HickIII,
United
the parsonage of the First
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 man.
in
Church
Methodist
Order of the Eastern Star will
The bride-to-be is a 1970 graduate of Gleason High School. Slit
Shavmeetown, M.
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 is the granddaughter of Luther Jones of Murray and the late Mr!.
Mr.
were
attendants
Their only
p.m.
Dols Jones and the late Mr. and Mrs. Graves Holsapple of Rade
and Mrs. Wayne Johnston
Two, Murray.
brother-in-law and sister of the
The groom-elect is a 1986 graduate of Fulton County High
The Business and Professional
(Lurvesee Malan= plaale) bride.
at
Club
meet
will
Hickman.He is the grandson of Mrs. Hilda Jones of Route
Women's
School,
The new Mrs. Albert is the
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Foust of Captain's Kitchen at 6:30 p.m. Four. Clinton, and the late Wade Jones and the late Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Howard L moss
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Louisville, formerly of Murray,
Harry Sublett, Sr., of Route Four, Hickman.
Donelson. She is a graduate of
Miss Debbie Steele and Howard white linen and lace hanannounce the arrival of their
Gleason First Baptist Church will be the witting for the
and
School
Calloway County High
.L Moss were united in marriage dkerchief, borrowed from her
adopted baby girl on July 7, 1971. The Dorcas Sunday School ceremony to be performed by Rev. John Britt, pastor of Rush
State
Murray
attended
First
the
of
Baptist
Class
Church
In an impressive candlelight grandmother, Mrs.Murtha Baty.
Creek United Methodist Church, on Saturday, August 7, 1971, at
Miss Pamela Kaye Garland, The little girl, Shelley Lee, was will
have a luncheon at the
Miss Martha Hendon was the University.
and
service at the Seventh
1971, .15,
May
born
o'clock in the evening.
eight
F.
August
Leo
bride-elect
of
21st
of
graduate
a
is
Mr. Albert
of Christ on maid of honor and Ws.Charlotte
Poplar Church
They have one son.- Michael, Colonial House Smorgasbord at
No formal invitations are being sent, and 111 friends
Jacksonville High School, Rogers, was complimented with
p.m.
12:30
was
matron
Lamb
horior.
the
of
Friday, June 18.
age Va.
relatives are invited to attend both the wedding and reception. al
Jacksonville,Fla. He is the son of a lovely personal shower held at
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Bro. Bill Threet of Dalton, The bridesmaids were Miss Rita
of
home
Charles
the
Mrs.
Sexton,
late
the
and
Zoller
Norman
Wednesday, July 21
Mary Mrs.
Miss
and
Georgia, performed the double Farris
North Fourteenth Street, on Preston Harris, and Mrs. Donnie The Oaks Country Club will
Heels on men a boots are on
Sam Michael Albert.
grandparents are
ceremony at seven-thirty Matarazzo.
Great
Foust
8.
July
evening,
Thursday
The newly married couple
the way up for fall and winter.
have its ladies invitational golf
The attendants wore identical
C.
0.
Mrs.
and
c
in
Harris
in the evening.
Mae
meaMrs.
for
hostess
charming
The
says the American Footwell
tournsepent. Entries including,
'of yellow satin overlaid now at home at 1225 Hyde
The britlels the only daughter
occasion was Mrs. Steve Sexton WratherInstitute. Ornaments on smite
Jacksonville, Fla.,
the shedollar fee for the noon
of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Steele of with white daisy pattern lace Road,
who presented the honoree with a
are big and brawny, with more
is employed.
Albert
Mr.
be
with
centers.
should
made
yellow
luncheon
with
accented
Murray Route Seven. The groom
Mrs. Charles
of white daisies. Miss Mr. and
corsage
than a hint of authentic wesfashioned
were
Edwards,
dresses
480phone
Farmer Saundra
is the son of Mr.and Mrs. Howard The
Richardson, 1621
for
wear
to
the
Garland
chose
tern.
3043, or by mail to Route 2, Box
A. Moss of 134 Grogan Circle, similar to the bride's with short
*• *
event a white pant suit with Avenue, Murray, are the parents 162, Murray,
headpieces
Their
sleeves.
Ky.
puffy
Thompson,
brideKay
Miss
Paducah.
of a baby girl, Robin Renee,
accents of red.
over fur hot pan
goes
What
hats
picture
were
straw
white
elect of James Gantt, was
The guest register table was
Games were played with the weighing nine pounds seven
seamo
Fashion for falLincludes honored with a miscellaneous for the new fashion
overlaid with a white linen cloth with a cluster of yellow daisies. Mrs. Gussie Geurin has had as prize winners being Mrs. Billy ounces, born on Sunday, July 11,
ahead: a fur poncho or a f
carried
white
a
attendant
times,
Each
other
by
inspired
Friday
clothes
on
held
shower
household
Murraybordered in lace. A bud vase
her guests Mr. and Mrs. Walter Dan Crouse and Miss Sharon at 4:16 a.m. at the
thing
other places, according to a re- evening, July 9, at seven-thirty cape. The important
oantaining daisies and baby's wicker basket filled with daisies, Hazen of Alliance, Ohio, Mrs. E. Payne.
Calloway County Hospital.
fur loo
total
the
achieve
to
Ward
Montgomery
the
of
view
greenery
o'clock in the home of Mrs. according to outfits from pa
breath accented the table. Mrs. baby's breath, and
S. Parham and daughter, Ruby The honoree opened her many They have two other daughters,
look back; with Robert Usrey.
Bennie Wright asked the guests accented with yellow bows and Jean, or Akron, Ohio, Mrs. W. L. lovely gifts from the guests who Teresa, age five, and Melissa, catalog. The
setting for designers at the F
new refinements and interpreOther hostesses for the special Information and Fashion Coos
to sign the register as they en- streamers.
Nofcier of Ocala. Fla., Rev.0. H. included former classmates and age four. The father is a student tations, includes peasant inbride,
the
of
niece
Steele,
Cheri
occasion were Mrs. Marshall dl's fall and winter *how.
tered the church.
Boatwright of Walnut Grove, sorority sisters of the bride-to-be. at Murray State University.
fluences, Spanish boleros, ph
A program of Capella music was the flower girl. She wore a Mo., and R. B. Geurin at Arrangements of colorful Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. trims suggesting the Far East, Brandon, Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver, Jr.,
*•*
1
was presented by Mrs. Perry long yellow chiffon dress Highland Park, Mich. Mrs. summer flowers were used at M.G. Richardson and Mrs. Ruby and Scandinavian-type prints- Mrs. Buel Hargis, Mrs. Ralph
4
Payne, fashioned similar to that of the Hazen, Mrs. Parham, and Mrs. vantage points throughout the Tinsley, all of Murray. Mrs. all converging on the scene at Ragsdale, and Mrs. Bobby Joe
Cavitt, Mrs. Tommy
Designer Oscar de la Renta
Mrs. Web Caldwell, Miss Frances bride and attendants. She also Notder are sisters of Mrs. Geurin spacious living room. Refresh- Lovie West of Murray is a great once. Intricate embroidery, Sims.
sees the contemporary bride
knit
white
a
wore
honoree
The
Armstrong, Miss Judi Morrow, carried a miniature white basket while Rev. Boatwright is her ments were served from the
grandmother.
colorful Indian designs and
with a modicum of coiffuredress stitched in red and blue and hair pulled back, no tendrils,
Ken Thomas and Ernie Williams. filled with daisies, and wore a brother and Mr. Geurin her son. dining room table centered with
erackerbarrel prints abound.
straw
yellow
picture
and
white
'I)
was presented a corsage of red just a radiant face framed by
The selections included
•• *
They attended the Boatwright an arrangement of summer Shanda Lynn is the name
carnations by the hostesses.
Perfect Love", "One Hand-One hat.
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Donnie
the masses of tulle that fan
held
family
July
reunion
on
at
4
flowers
and
featuring
the
sheet
fall
for
sweaters
Turtleneck
Howard A. Moss, father of the
The refreshment table was from a domed crown on an
Heart","Be With Us Lord", and
the Community Center here.
cake decorated with wedding Haynes of Mayfield Route One move closer to the body inas
man.
served
best
groom,
the traditional wedding marches
bells and the words, "Pam and for their baby girl, weighing stead of just hanging loose. covered with a white cloth and illusion veil. The dress he likes
for the processional and Groomsmen and ushers were
even pounds eleven ounces, Some actually are form-fitting. centered with a bouquet of red on this contemporary bride
'
Garry Warren, Gary Ramage, Miss Renee Thompson, Miss Leo", on it. Homemade ice
and pink roses.
recessional.
spotlights the natural waistline.
on Sunday, July 11, at 2:57
born
cream
and
cake
were
served.
thirty-five It ranges from the look of the
Approximately
The wedding vows were ex- Joe Geurin, and Kent McCuistrin. Tina Thompson, and Miss Patsy Present for the occasion were p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Fun clothes for fall will be persons were present or sent how-glass to the school-girl
Mrs. Steele, mother of the Burkeen spent last week with
changed before an altar
Mrs. Steve West, Mrs. Billy Dan County Hospital.
romantic,
more
elegant,
jumper.
- decorated with two fifteen candle bride, chose for her daughter's their cousins, Misses Lesia and Crouse, Miss Mary Hopson, Miss They have another daughter,
Rifts.
tasteful.
spiral candelabra and centered wedding a lovely brown bonded Lori James of Clarksville, Tenn. Kathy Rayburn, Miss
father
The
two.
age
Lea,
Rhonda
Pam
with an arch candelabra ac- crepe dress with pleated organza
Lassiter, Miss Sharon Payne, is employed with American
cented with daisies, baby's sleeves accented with cuffs and
Miss Kay Garrott, Miss Regina Metals at Union City, Tenn.
breath, and greenery. On each rhinestone buttons with beige Robert Thompson of Murray Lovett, the honoree,
her mother, Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
side of the arch candelabra there accessories. Her corsage was Route Four has been dismissed Mrs. Eurie Garland,
her sister, Audie Haynes of Mayfield and
Paducah.
Lourdes
Hospital,
egg-shell
roses.
from
stood a large white column
Rhonda
Miss
Jane
Garland,
Mrs. Mrs. Allie Bee Bailey of Paris,
Mrs.
containing snapdragons, daisies, The mother of the groom,
Tenn. Great grandparents are
Charles
Sexton,
and
Mrs.
Steve
baby's breath, and baker's fern. Moss, was attired in an aqua and assisting at the reception were Sexton. Unable to
attend but Mrs. Either Haynes of Paris,
suit
knit
with
white
double
Karen
Miss
Steele,
niece
the
of
The tapered candles were
sending gifts were Miss Ada Sue Tenn., and Mrs. Ed Ward of
lighted by Garry Warren of matching accessories. Her bride, Miss Bonnie Johnson, Miss Hutson and Mrs.
Larry Wade. Mayfield.
Memphis, Tenn., and Gary corsage was also of egg-shell Donna Carpenter, Miss Glenda
roses.
Miss
White,
Dana
Mrs.
Johnson,
The
family
Ramage of Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Darwin
Mrs. Martha Bucy, grand- John C. Steele, Mrs. Bessie
Weatherford of Murray Route
pews were decorated with white
GIGANTIC SAVINGS ON ALL
mother of the bride, wore a light Harmon, and Mrs. Hoyland
bridal satin bows.
Four, are the parents of a baby
blue double knit suit with navy Jones.
OF SUMMER'S FASHIONS . . .
Bride's Dress
boy, Daniel Clinton, weighing
Miss Sheila Steele and Miss
The bride, given in marriage accessones.
eight pounds six ounces, born on
Karen McGary, friend of the Cheri Steele, nieces of the bride,
by her father, wore a lovely
Friday, July 72, at the Western
• creation of white daisy-papttern bride, helped to direct the passed out tiny yellow rice bags Miss Nancy Roberts who is to Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
be married to Joe Thurman in the
to the guests.
lace completely overlaying satin. wedding.
They have another son, Matnear future, was the guest of
Reception
The dress was fashioned with a
thew
tiny stand-up neckline and an Immediately following the Following the ceremony the honor at a tea shower given in the Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
empire waistline accented with a ceremony the wedding reception couple left for an unannounced parlor of the Murray First Elmer Collins and Mr. and Mrs.
.101 1111•1t go!! Scads of simmer 'ferret'', dresses
white satin ribbon whidi tied at was held in the fellowship hall of wedding trip with the bride Christian Church.
James Weatherford, all of
skiffs.. Shan raft 4 Ref Pasts to watch vs wit*
wearing a blue and white print Hostesses were Mesdames T. Murray.
the back in a bow and fell to the the church.
'a Amos! Hoollavga- tim twits, errs slow sleeve
floor. Tiny satin buttons were The room was decorated with Jersey knit dress with white N. McDougal, Clyde Jones, W. Z.
sees for intyt . at Cos's, of roan&
Carter.
and
George
Hart.
bells
white
hanging
She
wedding
wore
her
accessories.
gown
the
sewn down the back of
was
The
table
tea
white
from
ceiling
and
the
corsage.
covered
mother's
with
to meet the waistline. The lovely
a lace cloth and held an
gown had full sleeves ter- magnolia blooms and leaves in Mr. and Mrs. Moss are now
arrangement of summer flowers.
window
the
ceas
at
residing
their
in
apartment
cuffs
with
waists
minating at the
Punch and cookies were served. Group II of the Christian
The bride's table was overlaid 707,02 Main Street, Murray.
and tiny self-covered buttons.
Miss Roberts, daughter of Mrs. Women's Fellowship of the First
Rehearsal Moser
She wore a beautiful chapel- in yellow net over yellow linen.
Tax
Roberts, wore a white knit Christian Church held its regular
yellow
of
and
Nosegays
daisies
Mr.
A.
Mrs.
and
Howard
Moss,
in
edged
completely
veil
length
SAVE TO
ensemble
with a gift corsage. monthly meeting on Tuesday,
the
accented
satin
streamers
the
of
groom,
parents
entertained
SANDAL
seed
lace and embellished with
Agnes
a
Mrs.
was
table
the
Thurman,
Centering
table.
mother
the
party
preceding
wedding
the
of
afthe
in
SAVINGS!
July 6, at two o'clock
pearls, which was attached to a
beautiful arrangement of yellow rehearsal on June 17, with a Mr. Thurman, and Mrs. Roberts ternoon at the home of Mrs.
camelot headpiece accented with
UP TO 34%0FF!
pearls and irridescents. The snapdragons, white daisies, and dinner at six o'clock in the also wore hostesses gift corsages Clyde Jones on Farris Avenue.
..
Wrap around', thongs
dress and veil were fashioned and greenery in a silver and crystal evening at the Holidsy Inn, The honoree opened her gifts Mrs. Mary Bordeaux presented
Ir• or city heels is sires
during the reception. Twenty-six the study of two chapters of the
container flanked by yellow Murray
made by the bride's mother.
5 to 10 Yol..es to SI ein
candeiabra.
The tables were decorated with ladies were present.
Sun & slim,
new study book, "Tectutedgcs of
Her only jewelry was a delicate tapers in crystal
cake
pootres arid
five-tiered
beautiful
The
of
wicker
baskets
scripture
the
daisies
acid
read
also
She
Life".
WAYS
3
SHOP
heart shaped diamond necklace,
\tor,.
,
!
if
fur441
...ming
lip
otrdles
.
decorated with yellow yellow candles encircled wi
from Matthew 6:25-34.
a gift of the groom. She carried a was
ft
Comfort
I,,, 1hr
• CASH
around the flower wreaths. Covers were laid
roping
and
flowers
was
meeting
the
at
Presiding
is
daisies,
stone
di
white
of
bouquet
cascade
4.1,141r IIf ro..11
mink, ikcil
• CHARGE
and For thirty-four persons
colors
Mrs. Frank Roberts. Rev and
sweetheart roses, and baby's edges with a miniature bride
and idlier fur- died
•
top
• LAYAWAY
on
statuette
couple
presented
bridal
The
groom
special
the
were
Roos
Mrs. David
of rcil
For
breath accented with strings of
Presiding at the table and gifts to the wedding Party.
guests for the day.
mapearls. The bride also carried a

Personal Shower Is
Given In Honor Of
Pamela K. Garland

4

TBIRTHSj

Miss Kay Thompson
Hbnored At Shower
At Usrey Home

_

PeAdootalk

CLEARANCE

Miss Nancy Roberts
Honored At Shower
At Church Parlor
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Fellowship Group
Has Regular Meet
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Wieners

Bacon
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leta4/1/14741
"

394

12 oz.

Ground
Beef
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49:
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TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN
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Swift Premium Proten
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BRAUNSCHWEIGER

Rib Steak
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STEAK
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LEMONADE
PIE SHELLS
CHERRIES
PIZZA

sis

Frosy Acres

Pkg. Of 2

Frost.Acros
Fresh Frozen Individual

ToHno

KEEBLER CO
,ZESTA

16-oz.

(Hamburpr, Cheese, Sausage)

15 oz.

SUNSHINE CHIP-A-R00

Pea

or a f
thing
fur loo
m pa
t the F
on Co
w.

a Rents
bride'
•ffure tendrils,
metl 1)3,.
hat fall
on an
he likes
bride
aistline.
k of the

39'

16 oz.

37"

2 oz.
/
91

Home Grown

59; cotaly„las

ARMOUR

Corn Flakes

TUNA

12 oz

ex-

59'

DEL MONTE
11

%;1111161fillifir

lb.

194

lb.

104

Ear

56

39c

Charcoal
Briquets

TREET

DEL MONTE CHUNK

KELLOGGS

194

Doz.

Bn2W.0

't I

is guaranteed to please
you or your money
will be refunded

41.

lb.

- el

Euery Red s White product
- 411

hot pan

534

Ky. Wonder

BANANAS
CORN

I ,44 lel 4'1.44

COOKIES

CRACKERS

Home Grown

3/394 TOMATOES
3p100 POLE BEANS

6 oz.

73'

10 lb. ,

MISS GEORGIA

CATSUP

Peaches

SCOTTS LEADER SELF-RISING

Boz 43;

61/2u39`; FLOUR
DISHWASHING
DETERGENT

GERBER STRAINED

BABY FOOD
414 oz.

JOY

9$

32 w

69;

Margarine
1 lb.

29

MID WEST

CHILI

ICE
MILK

NO BEANS
300 Can

35'

I 4 Gal

JOHNSON'S Coupon
a.

12s
3/93;
OFF BOUNTY

vvtb Hots copal se
Tow prtchase of

TOWELS

VAI LIAM t

Cc

With coupon
Johnsons
Expires 7-23-71

)1,1)N

TEA
WITH FREE GLASS

25;

4 oz.

45'

6 ½ oz

49'

2 lb. 10 oz.

29;

With '7" purchase excluding
tobacco a dairy products.

69'

28 oz.

JOHNSONS
HAS A FULL
LINE OF
FREEZING
CANNING
SUPPLIES.

3/89'

Snowdrift

TOPPING

COCA-COLA
4/srm

NO DEPOSIT
NO RETURN
BOTTLES

5 lbs. Red & White

GIANT SIZE

TIDE

21
2 Can
/

'4'25;
KRAFT REAL CREAM

43"

LAM

Charcoal
Lighter
16 oz

89'

HY POWER

ENERGINE
KRAFT MIRACLE

1 .
"

SUGAR
- Free!
With purchase of 6 G.E.
light bulbs at regular price.

JOHNSONS

SAVE 254 WM YOU PUY A
2 lb.CAN of
FURS COFFEE
Mk PUCE
WI 115 COMO

932
weaser.taussa

$1.57
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project are described in the
By CRAIG PALMER
— Ally issue of American EducaWASHINGTON (UPI)
Children from a Milwaukee tion, published 10 times a year
slum literally are being lifted by the U.S. Office of Education.
23 Points Higher
from their cradles and taken to
school with astonishing results "At 42 months of age, the
that indicate mental retardation children in the active stimulamay be preventable among tion program measured an
average of 33 I.Q. points higher
some children of the poor.
Researchers in this unusual than the children in the control
government-financed study are group. with some of them
so cautious they have just now registering I.Q.'s as high as
'• the report said. I.Q.
publicized their work, five
years into the project, and then measurements beteen 90 and
only in a professional journal 110 are considered in the
unlikely to be seen by parents. normal range.
But they can't ignore the Needless to note, the "control
dramatic gains in I.Q. (intel- group" children, whose median
ligence quotient) among these I.Q. measurement was 88, are
children of poor, often illiterate still likely to be labeled
parents—black children who retarded when they go to
were "virtually certain to show school.
characteristics of mental retar- If the tentative conclusions of
the Milwaukee project are
dation as they grew older."
They chose the children most valid, they have important
likely to fail. The children with implications for education, not
all the strikes against them. the least of which are support
The children from the city's for starting formal education
worst slum, with the lowest I.Q. programs virtually at birth and
dlov
r.and mothers with the least a direct challenge to theories
mental stimulation in their that heredity makes blacks
mentally inferior to whites.
homes.
, '
......
But the most important
rrar*rmirar••••••
or 4 Months Old
3
Only
.•••••••..... 0,..4.
.••••••• itr *am,•••••....o.•
107:-*Varu.'"-••••
*Mar‘wr•-•OW
*
•11*.
216 111•60,
fra
And they took them to school question imposed by this study
••"'r •••
0060.,• NOS
.
11
IS*/
•••••••
when they were only three or --costing some 810,000 a child—
may well be the question of
four months old.
"We have seen a capacity for how much society is willing to
Ail Rights Reserved. Distributed by King Features Syndicate, Inc.
learning on the part of pay to educate the children of
extremely young children that the slums.
The Greeks Have a Plant for It previously I would not have
The people and industries of believed possible," said project
Hermoupolis, the capital of director Rick Heber, professor
Syros in the Aegean Islands, of education and child psycholonow obtain their domestic water gy at the University of
requirements from the Aegean Wisconsin.
Sea, thanks to a 220,000-gallon- "While the results are by no
per-day desalination plant. To
means fully conclusive and
that item, but es a substantial handle the hilifily corrosive salt
- By DAVID W. CHUTE
water, about 115,00i1 feet of cop- must continue to be tested, the
wiring
a
requires
an
since
one
DETROIT (UPI) —The cost
per-nickel tubing are used in the least that I am willing to say is
a new car is going up again, di-cutter between belts and the desalination plant.
By JOSEPH L. MYLER
that it is difficult to conceive of
are
also
There
lock.
ignition
bably by about $100 this fall.
the children in the experimental WASHINGTON (UPI)--Appeeach
under
sensors
pressure
pared to what's ahead in
What's the Weather, Buoy? program ever falling back to lachian folklore says weather
seats are
years to come, that's only a seat to detect which
A new buoy system for record- the level of their age peers in conditions can cause coal mine
the
occupied and should have
in the auto cost bucket.
ing and surveying oceanographic the lagging control group."
explosions.
buckled.
belt
seat
Since 1965, the biggest oneand meteorological data is cur- By "The lagging control According to Prof. Robert 0.
more
and
other
are
There
rently being tested in the North
pear jump was about $200 in
of West Virginia
important pressures driving Sea and the Baltic. Recorded group" he meant all children Weedfall
1971.
from the same intellectual- University there seems to be
Tc
land.
to
transmitted
is
data
—up.
Some of the new and
factory workers supply the power for the elec- cultural squalor who are used something to this notion.
anticipated cost boosts can be Wages for
$250 million, tronic measuring and transmis• for comparative purposes in the Weedfall says the weather
about
by
chalked up to inflation, some to will go up
nickel-cadmiun study but are not given the isn't solely to blame for
comparable in- sion set, three
safety and anti-pollution equip- not counting
batteries, recharged by solai
explosions. But scientific
collar cells, are incorporated into al( special daily training.
white
the
for
creases
ment required by the governThe results of the Milwaukee evidence indicates a connection.
costs buoys.
benefit
Fringe
workers.
ment, and some to the trend of
The culpable weather condimillions of
manufacturers in making pre- will add many
4tions are cold fronts. They "are
is
This
cost.
that
to
dollars
viously optional equipment
characterized," according to
„
particularly true in the steel
stindard.
Weedfall, "by cold dry air and
contract
in
is
which
For the 1972 models, there is industry
Iore atmospheric pressures."
United
only one government regulated nRotiations with the
Two General Classes
_
union.
Workers
Steel
the
new
requirement. On
Major coal mine explosions
car
new
keep
companies
Auto
models there will be an
fall into two general classes—
secret
system, requiring prices as closely guarded
interlock
those caused by ignition of
cars
the
before
days
few
a
until
occupants to buckle their safety
methane gas and those caused
the best
belts in order for the car to go on sale. But
by ignition of coal dust.
those
of
estimate
educated
start. The ignition will be
The largest number of mine
is that the
industry
the
to
close
are
belts
the
until
lasperative
explosions, Weedfall has reportout
average
will
models
1972
fastened. If someone unbuckles
ed, occur on the day a cold
after the car is started, an about $100 higher in price.
front passes through an area.
car
new
years,
In following
irritating buzzer will sound
They are caused by ignition of
soar
to
expected
are
prices
until the belt is rebuckled.
methane. They usually happen
because
$1,000
and
$600
between
No one has put a price tag on
at working faces and have a
of new equipment required for
low average death toll.
safety and emission controls.
Weedfall said the drop in
All told, according to Douglas
atmospheric pressure accomToms, director of the National
panying a cold front permits
Highway Safety ADministrainflammable methane in the
tionn there are 83 new safety
coal seam to seep more readily
standards in the works for
into the mine.
future cars. Only a small
Cold Dry Aft a Factor
percentage of them will become
the case of coal dust
In
law but, as Toms has said,
5.
.
explosions, a factor may be the
"you can't argue against
cold dry air moving behind a
motherhood or safety."
front. As this air is drawn into
Now Offers
a mine for ventilation, it
Jets at Sea
becomes wanner and absorbs
Livie Davani, the young Italian father who
On a worldwide basis, gas turmoisture which has kept the
bines now provide a total of 5.5
hurled his deformed infant son into the Tiber
million horsepower for marine
dust damped down.
Riser a year ago. is hugged by his wife Nadia and
propulsion units. These units,
The dust thus is ready for
his 5-year-old daughter Emanuele, after his rewhich replace steam generators
sparking into violence.
lease from prison in Rome yesterday. Davani was
and diesel engines to power
declared innocent of murder in the killing bepropellors, contain an estimated
750,000 pounds of nickel in varicause he believed he was acting for the child's
ous
heatand
corrosion-resistant
Phone 753-8119
benefiL
alloys.
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New Car Cost To Go 1
Up $100 In The Fall

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

Weather
Can Cause
Mine Blasts

Wil
tel
coil
By LAR
Copley

TWO-IN-ONE PROGRESS—A good use for a throwaway and an addition to highway safety are demonstrated by this model expressway at Goodyear in Akron,
Ohio. In actual tests, cars have rammed headon into the cushioning tires at 60 mph
and wound up with only front - end damage. Consultant experts say occupant,
would not be injured seriously At present a car hit, the bridge pier — curtain,'
that his name was really
Ignatiev Alexandrovich Nikitrine and he was comparable to America's Werner
Von Braun.
Floyd said there could
no longer be any doubt his
real name was Anatoli Pay-

Soviet
defector
Says his life
was unbearable
LONDON (UPli Anatoli
F'edoseyev. the Soviet who
defected from the Soviet
delegation to the Paris Air
Show, said in an interview
published today that he
fled his country because
life had become unbearable.
"Sooner or later I would
have finished up in a prison or a concentration
camp," Fedoseyev said in
the interview with David
yd, Daily Telegraph
mmunist affairs correndent.
He did not elaborate.
Fedoseyev, who has beef
granted asylum in Britain,
is writing, a series of articles for the Sunday Telegraph about his work as a
scientist in the Soviet Union and his reasons for defecting
Floyd said he laughed
when shown a press report

a

of

MURRAY
Effective July 19, the City Street Department
will no longer pick up tree limbs and old building
materials, but will continue to pick up shrubbery
trimmings. Grass clippings, leaves, etc., should
be placed in boxes or other containers for easy
handling.
It is the desire of the City to continue the curb
pick-up service. However, personnel and
equipment limitations prevent the pick-up of tree
limbs and old building materials.

City of Murray

Budget boosters.
Drive A Datsun,
Then Decide!

DATSUN 1200
2-Door Sedan

DATSUN 510
4-Door Sedan

Adams Original
One Nickel
SHOE SALE
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN

JULY 14, 15, 16 & 17
BUY ONE PAIR AT REGULAR PRICE ...
GET ANOTHER PAIR FOR ONLY 5t!!
Sale Ends at 5 p.m. Saturday, July 17th

ADAMS SHOE STORE

— WEST SIDE OF COURT SQUARE —

OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT TILL 8.00 P.M.

MURRAY, KY.

DATSUN 510
2-Door Sedan

DATSUN 1200
Coupe

FT. ROSS. CAL (UPD:

The only Russian ,fort
ever established on the
U.S. mainland was set
afire yesterday by an arsonist who splashed an,
"Incendiary substance"
on Its heavy redwood
Umbers.
The blaze destroyed the
thick-beamed roof of the
museum—located in the
onetime Russian commander's house—but the
artifacts inside were not
damaged.
Ft. Ross, now a state
monument,
historical
was built in 1812 when a
crew of 93 Russians put
ashore with 98 Aleut
Indians and began harvesting the sea otter),
which abounded 'in the
area. The settlement.
which provided food and
Supplies for the Huai-km American c.o nip fiSiika.
ns's
Alaska, ()Knifed for 27
offiaeata until
cials ordered it sold It
in '1841
:was pal
by John Sutter ot Sacramento.

240-Z

DATSUN WAGON
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lovich Fedoseyev.
"I am not a specialist on
anti-ballistic missiles," Fedoseyev said.
He said he was 61 and
left a wife, a daughter of
34, a son of 27 and two
grandchildren in the Soviet
Union.

Father released

West Coast
Russian 'fort'
hit by arson
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New Program Starts Children
To School At Age of 3 Months

months while Henry Clay Warmoth, a white,
Charles Evers, Mississippi guwas debarred from serving because of imbernatorial aspirant, could not
peachment proceedings.
be the Lirst governor of Negro ancestry.
The careers of Pinchbeck and others who
Events in 1871 were to place Pinckney Benmade Negro votes count land counted) are
ton Stewart Pinchbeck, son of a white Misbrought into illuminating perspective, by a
sissippi planter, William Pinchbeck, and
timely new illustrated history. The Black
Eliza Stewart, an emancipated slave. In line
People of America (pub. by McGraw-Hill),
to be chief executive of Louisiana at the age
prepared as a text by a professional eduof thirty-five.
cator, R. Ethel Davis.
Father Pinchbeck had sent
Nominated for election as
the mother to Ohio with their
governor in 1872 by a Republichildren to educate them, and
can party wing, Pinchbeck conYoung Pinckney remained there
sented, in the interest of party
until war came in 1861. Instead
harmony, to run instead for
of staying North, he managed
congressman- at - large. Though
to get to New Orleans when it
elected, his Democrat opponent
fell into Union hands and raised
contested and ultimate]; won
a company of Negro infantry.
the seat at Washington.
Subsequently he led a squadron
Though he left the Republiof cavalry.
can Party in 1877 to support
Staying in Louisiana after the
Democratic candidates in Louwar. he organized a Republican
isiana, Pinckney was appointed
club, and in 1868 was elected
by Republican President Chesto the state senate, where he
ter A. Arthur in 1882 to be
'secured the position of presiSurveyor of Customs at New
dent pre tempore. Consequently, P. B. S. Pinchbeck and
Orleans.
I ij masthead or news-he became, by virtue of that
NOTE: William Henry Raabe,
paper be founded as
*office, lieutenant - governor , at
a Negro, was governor of the
a Republican organ,
the death of the incumbent in
Virgin Isles by appointment
"at all times and un1871. And therefore was acting
in 1946 of President Truman.
der all circumstances."
governor in 1872 for a few
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DATSUN
PICKUP

PRODUCT OF NISSAN

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun
* Open Evenings Till 8:00 *
So. 11th Street
Phone 753-7114
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BIG RED

Williams
tells of
collapse
By LARRY HARNLY
Copley News Service
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,A frustrating season in 1970
for the St. Louis football
Cardinals also developed into a
disappointing season for split
end Dave Williams.
Williams, the Big Reds' No. 1
draft choice after his senior
year at the University of
Washington in 1966, improved
his pass-catching totals his
second and third years with the
team. He caught 28 as a rookie
in 1967, 43 in 1968 and 56 in 1969,
when he ranked fifth in the
National Football League. Last
fall, his reception total dropped
to 23.
Williams, who will be 26 Aug.
10,discussed the reasons for his
statistical decline and at the
same time pointed out some of
his reasons why the Cardinals
fell out of first place in the
Eastern Division late in the
season.
"I thought I should have led
the league in receptions in
1369," Williams said. "I exgreat things last year.
head
"Charley Winner
ch last season who has since
been fired) indicated in
;raining camp he felt I would
pet a lot of double coverage.
And I was getting double
&overage through the first five
tames. I was running clearing
patterns. I didn't mind. We
Were winning," he said.
''• The Cardinals won four of
eir sfirst five games, but
Lilliams had caught only six
for 53 yards.
'. . "I'd also go weeks in practice
ilnd not get a ball thrown to
pie," Williams continued.
!That's because I wasn't being
trown to in games.
"I told Cnarley I didn't care.
V we win all the games and win
the Super Bowl, fine. But I told
him that sooner or later you
*tow they're going to come off
tat double coverage.
"In the sixth game, they
came off it, and I had a good
game (five receptions against
the New York Giants). Then for,
some reason, The stopped
throwing to me, Jackie Smith
and John Gilliam." The next
two games, Williams caught
only one pass.
"After the second Dallas
game (the high point of the
season for the Big Red), we
threw very little. We lost
everything we had been doing
from training camp on. Our
attitude toward our pass offense changed. Charley started
going with a new game plan. To
be successful, we have to use
all three receivers."
According to Williams, the
offensive attack changed,
starting after the Dallas victory and with the Kansas City
game, which ended in a 6-6 tie.
The Cardinals lost three of
their last four games.
We quit running MacArthur
Lane so much," Williams said.
"If you give him the ball
enough, he'll break one. You'll
win some ball games if you give
him the leather."
In the final five games, Lane
carried 67 times for 245 yards
— an average of 3.7 yards per
carry.
Williams singled out the
Kansas City game as the
turning point. "We had killed
Dallas.'Men we questioned our
game plan against Kansas City
and had a feeling of complacency. We needed someone
to make us bear down.
''We needed someone to kick
our tails. We hadn't played
well, and we should have been
tokt. -A tie is like kissing your
sister, and that's not very
enjoyable. We didn't play well
after that game."
It was at that point that
Williams believes the Cardinals needed a coach with a
firm hand. He does not believe
Winner filled that role. He
expects new coach Bob
Hollway to be more of a
disciplinarian, and he believes
the Big Red will benefit.

LW! MARTHA WHITE STRAWBERRY & BLUEBERRY
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NEW CROP GREEN

COOKING APPLES

FRESH CRISP GREEN

BELL PEPPER
Boneless Rolled
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dental restoratives now in use
the emphasis is on saving teeth
rather than extracting than. A
tooth that a few years ago
would have bean considered
beyond repair can now be

Modern dentistry may put encrfiSTo-othaches

with
pounds per square inch, higher
-Today," said the dentist, co mpare favorably
research has greatly improved , we use
normal tooth structure.
a
than
have
They
teeth
natural
work?"
materials
which for
By ROBERT BETTS
-With the techniques and
-•.pressive strength of 45,000
ago the various types of alloys, strength and appearance
years
hundred
few
"A
Copley News Service
end synthetic resins.
people believed it did," he said. cements
Rome were
ancient
in
"Babies
''Toothache will soon be a
mice to relieve the
ithg of the past," said the fed house
of teething. Mold Chine:me
'dentist cheerfully, reaching for pain
prescription for prevention of
)iis drill.
included burned
toothache
"How soon?" I moaned.
bones.
mouse
:"We expect to have caries
"There were many other
Conquered in this decade," he
based on magic and
*id. "An anticaries vaccine remedies
Ws Clearance Time at Lonnan's.Tho time who
If they didn't wort,
&es been developed and tested. witchcraft.
tooth
the
always have
-.people will simply take an oral you could
you enjoy oven Greater Savings from our
out,or pried out with a
4:inse. It will prevent dental knocked
and a stone
stick
hickory
-'decay and that will mean the
Forceps came later."
EVEITIAY LOW PRICES.
end of the big American mallet.
He showed me some pictures
'toothache."
They
tools.
extraction
of early
"And the end of the
looked like torture instruments
American dentist?"
— old iron pincers, various
"Not quite," he grinned,
kinds of screws and levers and
-:eraming at me with the drill.
a wicked-looking thing called a
pr
'There will still be some need
turnkey
orthodontics
for us, probably in
-Teeth and laws were
Mainly — correcting various
broken, mucous membranes
Mouth irregularities."
Injured and horrible
• The drill made a whine so were
was done to the mouth
high pitched it was almost damage
these tools were rested
where
inaudible.
said. "Until
"This drill is only one for leverage," he
Century dentistry was
:example of the recent the 19th
by barberjRchnological advances which done mostly
were used to
enable dental work to be done surgeons. They
were also
in half the time," he went on. the blood. There
awers who
"It operates at 3 to 400,000 itinerant tooth-dr
minute, .practiced in the marketplace —
per
revolutions
LIMITED TIME
SHOP NOW
were
compared with the old belt- a disreputable lot who
Cool Summer Fabrics
driven 10,000-r.p.m. drill in use looked upon as little more than
2fcr5g9
when I started practicing 15 vagabonds and charlatans.
Perma-Pressed
All
also
"The state executioner
years ago.
"It's just a hundred years moonlighted as a tooth-puller.
since the first treadle drill was He got plenty of practice
VALUES TO '17.00
patented. Before that there was because one of his official jobs
99
that
culprits
one
of
and
teeth
drill
the
pulling
was
a clockwork
$600 to $800
was worked by drawing a who had been caught eating
catgut bow back and forth. meat during Lent."
He listed some of the drugs
Earlier,the grinding of cavities
was done by hand, using small and medicines that had been
iron or stone points and files — tried, dating back to ancient
a slow, tedious process. Egypt — strange concoctions
-Aagh," I gurgled, feeling for washing out the mouth,
made from crushed frogs and
the cool spray on my gums.
He told more horror stories toads, snake slough, worms
from dental history that made steeped in vinegar, asses' milk,
wine, holy water, human urine.
me feel having a toothache in
"People believed toothache
Permanent Press
this modern age wasn't so
was caused by some kind of
tough.
For E-Z Care $3.99 Value
worm," he explained.
"One old cure for toothache
'The idea was to make it feel
was to bite the head off a live
00
uncomfortable and so drive it
NOW 299
mouse," he informed me as he
for 7 3" ea.
out. Another method was to
handed use a mouth rinse.
hold the patient's head down
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has grown by 17,825 or 14 per • nitrous oxide) was first used
cent, but that figure was the in dentistry by Dr. Horace
Now $233
smallest such increase in 49 of 50 Wells, a Hartford, Conn.,
dentist, in 1845. Then came
states.
According to a report released ether, and local anesthetics like
Novocain, and more modern
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recently by the US. Department
compounds.
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of Health, Education and
The cavity was ready for
Welfare, only West Virginia has Oiling.
had a smaller rate of increase
"Now comes the most imSize 5-20
than Kentucky in the number of portant part," the dentist said.
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time.
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Nevertheless,
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cording to the state Department several hundred pounds of
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of Economic Security, represents pressure. It must resist acids
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1780,000 a month,and brought the away the hardest substance in
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total number of AFDC recipients the human body — dental
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enamel. Yet it must be easy for
to 143,368.
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This was in line with a steady the dentist to manipulate. It
increase in welfare rolls that has must also insulate against heat
seen the number of AFDC and cold and be non-irritating"
The first fillings were
Molded Soles
recipients in Kentucky increase
White & Colors
liONGS
by 64,400, or 81 per cent, since probably gums and resins, he
believed. Gold has also been
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ogram, which is administered mallet. Then came a
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than
more
basis, increased to
silver expanded after setting,
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million a year during the same and patients would return after
ROM iti omolete
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decade, records show.
a few days with a fractured
The AFDC program is the tooth.
Mens Thom McAn
GIRLS 2-PIECE
largest of the welfare programs
The problem was solved
administered by the Economic when it was found that tin
-fsecurity Department. It is shrank when mixed with
designed to assist fatherless mercury. This led to a formula
Spring and Summer
Slipons & buckles
children and their mothers and combining the two amalgams
Knits and Other Fabric,,
.-those children- with fathers 90 that expansion was balanced
Discontinued numbers
"unable or unwilling to provide for by contraction. Small quan$400
REG. '1.99
$300
tities of copper and zinc were
them
and
99
later
added.
REDUCED AS MUCH AS
Continiled
Rey '?Y•r NOW
•
•
1
1
S
to
99
S8
Reg
$144
60 Wide
Black White Brown
Hea l,
Full Bolt%

%.pici it

LADIES
SUMMER

len Polyester

LADIES PANTY HOSE
71c

DOUBLEKNIT
644 yd.

Seamless Mesh Nylons

Many of your favorite
styles and fabrics

77c

'4 '6 '8

3" yd.

Special Group

LOVABLE BRA SALE

ONE RACK SHOES
Mens - Wantons • Childrens

"TOTAL STRETCH" BRA

2for 39
2for3 $100

"LOV-A-LIFT" BRA

FULL FIGURE BRA

FLARED SLACKS
$6 and $8

VALUES TO '12.99

$200

SHIRTS
2 for 1"
2 for $700
2 for $500

Boy's

STRIPED FURE JEANS

Casual Slacks

2

POPULAR
STYLED SWIM
TRUNKS

Ladies
SWIMWEAR
800

PAJAMAS

& '2"

2" 3°°

Summer Straw

Ladies

PANTIES

KNIT SHIRTS

SHIRTS

HANDBAGS

All Parma Press
Rep. $1.99

SPORT COATS

SHOES

Milliken
Bonded Turbo

ACRYLIC
FABRICS

''S

SHORT SETS

KNIT TOPS
Solid Colors-Stripes
Sizes 4-14
REG. 11.99

BOYS
PROCTOR SILEX
SHORTS
844
Steam Iron
Cutoffs and other styles.

2 Slice
Toasters

HOT PANTS
and SHORTS
Famous Name Brands
VALUES 10 18.00
$500

49.^72,416-,/4

77-e,/

'4" &

844

TIE SETS

SPORT SHIRTS

Stripes & Solids
REG. 15.99 & 16.99

Ivy & reg. collars
Solids & Plaids
REG. '1.99

SANDALS

SPORT COATS

SHOES

Latest Fashion

FABRIC

DENIM STRIPE

REG. 12.99 & '3.99

MATERIAL

Appliances

Odd Lots

Melts Short Sleeve

GE TABLE
RADIOS

$1" & '2" 68c yd.
SHOP OUR BARGAIN TABLES

Quality

LADIES KNIT

Solids, stripes and plaids.

MENS SHIRT &

j311

MENS SUMMER

1

GIRLS

2fsf 5 ea.

Summer

93'

CLEARANCE
Fashion Footwear

NOW $1.77
.

$154

1

2.00

STRAW HATS
100

'4"

SNEAKERS

11
*14
grall4

$2.ii

$2.99

'344

Ladies
CANVAS CASUAL

Men's

R eg.

2"

2 $100

SLIPS

soy's
Sport and Knit

. 10"
Girl's
SWIMWEAR

Men's

$300

MEN'S DRESS, SPORT & KNIT

PECIAL PURCHASE

Men's

SHORTS

DRESSES

Don't Miss This Super Bargain

MENS DRESS PANTS

Incentive To
Work Lacking

PAGE !VINE

NEVER BEFORE BARGAIN

LERMANS

3 pr.

restored, even down to the root,
so that it is almost as good as
new. Also it is now realized that
taking out a tooth only leads to
the weakening and breakdown
of the rest."

Solids 8:- Stripes
VALUES to '35.00

'15"
BRIGHT
SUMMER
PRINTS
29r yd.

DOTTED
SWISS
45% Dacron &
35% Cotton. 45" Wide
89. VALUE

66'

4vi
SW.3.1.4

Priced to
clear

10 '12 '16
GIRLS

SHORTS
Knits & Poplins
Sizes 3-14
'1.99 VALUE

$133
Portable10" FAN
Lasko Quality
Child Safe
Balanced Blades
Guaranteed

'688

NO LAYAWAYS
LL SALE FINAL

Odds & Ends

LERMANS,b

MISCEll ANEOUS ITEMS TOO NUMEROUS
TO All NTION TO PLEASE BUDGET

master charge

BANKAMERICiinn

4_ -

( 14, 1971

he root,
ood as

that
ads to
kdown
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WE
SIVE
GIVE
VE
EVE
4th WEEK COUPONS RECEIVED IN MAIL
GOOD THIS WEEK
WE

/1
j44
OMORN
SITAMWS

MIN

„

Double Stamps All Day Tues. & Wed.

WE

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
SACRAMENTO

Peaches

2 Can
1
No. 2/

25 FRyERS

CRACKERS

Lb.

Coupon

Fm[oill

254. bag

$1"

LupCiiiii
FRENCH

BREAD55
VINEGAR

VIENNA SAUSAGE Kelly's

MEAT

3in, cans $1

FRIES

lb.

l SOAK
Pai

C

4

MEAL TIME
SLICED RINDLESS

59c

lb.
Sliced

BEEF LIVER

Sliced

49
lb. 39tWE

lb.

GIVE

Chuck RoC iiii:49;39t

Fresh Pork Shoulder
4-oz. box
/
71
MACARONI & Cheddar Cheese 2/29c PICNICS
12-oz. can 59C SAUSAGE Country Style
TREET Armour
Golden Grain

89!ravi

HAM

lb. 19E PORK LIVER

CUTLETS Fresh
21b "g 3/$1 PORK

Loaves
;
7
15-°L5

Speas Distilled

gal. jar

BACON

4P
Bag39

3

MISS LIBERTY

9

12-oz.

19 FRANKS*

TIDE

lb: 29C

CENTER SLICE

ELM HILL

GIANT

LARA LYNN

U.S. Inspected Whole

39
49' FAT BACK
BOLOGNA

lb.

lb.

By the Piece lb.
Nice Thick

29e

lb

N
DRINKS TOWELS HAMS BACO
65
39; 59
25;
RGER 49b
SCOTT
Jumbo Roll

COCA
COLAS

Butt
Portion

:°Lfie

SOUTHERN BELLE
Tender Smoked
it Shank lb
lb.
Portion

REELFOOT

Sliced Rindless

lb

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS (Limit: 4)

Di

KOTEk
Softex

16-oz. can 10c

ngFOOD

SALT Miss Liberty

2

26-oz. boxes

21C

4

1No,308 cans 1

Cream SWe Golden
Whole Kernel

Pia of 12

4

TISSUE

Rolls

49c
39c

CHICKEN BREAST lb. 596
CHICKEN THIGHS lb. 596
lb. 59'
CHICKEN LEGS

lb. 23;
CHICKEN WINGS
lb. 154 WE
BACKS & NECKS
89; INE
lb.
CHICKEN LIVER
CHICKEN GIZZARD

ENDS & CENTERS MIXED
TURNER'S

ICE MILK

Half Gal.

i -r

Delsey

Reelfoot

2 Rolls J
TISSUE
eet
& DUMPLINGS 24canz
ScwhZ:eSnue

4-1b. Uns. ,59c

LARD
OIL Crisco

24-oz. bot

91
43 /
4PORK 1.01N7
1
_

59

49'

U.S. CHOICE SHOULDER SLICES

STEAK

OVEN READY BAKING

79c HENS 49

MORTON

Apple

t
39,bc
mon
Sal
IT
ns
FRU
Bea
8
79; Pies3 1.Chops
19!
ES
TO
MA
35; TO
PUREX
SH
Peach

Cherry

6

PRIDE OF

WE

Tall Can

20-oz$

ILLINOIS

go PORK &

k
3
U:
1
;;;

Pies

300 cain$

HOME GROWN

LIQUID BLEACH

Half GaL

GIVE

l

LIBERTY BROWN 'N SERVE

JACK

liACHES 2 29c IBEANS,

MACKEREL 4ctaar111 ROLLS
Gerber's Strained

lbs

4%
-oz
jars

gin

''rH GREEN

BANANAS

19c

GOI:EEN 10!

lb bag 25
bag 10c ONIONS
3
RADISHES
79
FRUIT COCKTAIL
* LIBERTY COUPQN *
* LIBERTY COUPON *
WE
*, LIBERTY COUPON *
* LIBERTY COUPON *
Folger's 6-oz. jr nn
with tlhOisO ccotu.pon84
GIVE 0 S&H GREEN STAMPS , GWwithchtahui:
R 5.1b. bag 39'
COFFEEwith this coupon
TEA BAGS
This coupon worth 28'
: coupon
with purchase of 3 lbs
Necessary
gu Sacramento

-Shedd's

No. 24 can

39'PEANUT BUTTER qt.

Yellow

Cello

,•-•

4 6 t:
.

GROUND BEEF

VOID AFTER JULY 20, 1971

WE
GIVE

WE ,VIM: WE
GIVE
GIVE

'5.00 add'. pur., tob. & dairy prod. exc.
VOID AFTER JULY 20, 1971

MAU
.4.

VIE Ai WE Jelvi
GIVE :,.,.-zr.s1 GIVE

No Other Purchase Necessary!
VOID AFTFR JULY 20, 1971

WE
GIVE

WE
GIVE

No Other Purchase
VOID AFTER JULY 27, 1971

VIE
141
WE xiY1
GIVEig..r..14GIVI

:al
•;±
7.:

WE
JIVE

role of the jealous husband What is your opinion, and what
CAROL'S QUIET MAN
should I do?
DEAR MAN: The "just" belongs to your wife, and if she
wants to haul it all over the world for the next 54 years, it's
her privilege. You've been smart to be quiet about it.
spoil it now. When Carol decides she doesn't seed those
souvenirs anymore, she'll throw them out of her own accord.
Apparently, she still needs a tittle support for her sagging
ego. Or she could just be sentimental.
DEAR ABBY: I am 00 and the lady I am dating is $5. I
take her out to dinner twice a week, and we always go to the
finest places.
I am in business for myself and I carry my business
cards with me at all times. When I give waiters and
waitresses a tip, which is always 20 per cent of the bill, I
give them one of my business cards, too. I figure as long as
I'm helping them make a living, they can also give me a
break if they need anything in my line.
My lady friend says that this is not done in the best of
society, and it's embarrassing for me. Who is right?
IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE

DEAR ABBY: In your column I saw the question of
whether or not one who has earned a PhD degree should be
addressed as "Doctor." Why ixit?
It irks me no end that in the United States only medical
doctors are addressed as "Doctor." On the other hand, in
Germany, any uneducated goose who happens to be married
IRKED
to a doctor calls herself "Frau Doktor"

DEAR "IT": The lady is right. I agree, it does pay
to advertise, but there are subtler ways of doing it.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "VINCE IN PORTLAND": If
Itatian women do in fact shave their underarms, bow do you
account for the following old joke? "You can always tell an
Italian airplane by the hair under the wings."

DEAR IRKED: save your irk: Any dammkopf can tell in
two minutes whether the tran married the title or earned it.
DEAR ABBY: Carol and I have been married for 12
years and we get along better than most married couples
I've known. I work for an international company, and I've
had four promotions since our marriage. Each promotion has
meant moving to another state.
The first time we moved I noticed my wife had this old
trunk filled with love letters, pictures, souvenirs and junk
from previous boy friends. She collected ashtrays from
restaurants everytime she had a date. They are all labeled.
This trunk has got to weight 200 pounds.
I was annoyed to think she'd hang on to all that junk, but
I didn't say anything, Now I am really burned! After U
years, she is still hauling this stuff around the country. I
think it's time she got rid of it, but I don't want to play the

What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get 11 .11
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box 07ee, Los Angeles. Cal.
Neat For a personal reply eaelsoe stamped. addressed
envelope.

* MEATS *
First Cut

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Planning by most car manufacturers.
to tow a trailer on a vacation trip This heavy duty equipment
this summer? If so, you won't be can be well worth the extra
alone. In the last 10 years trailer expense when ordering a new
package price
towing has increased 400 percent car. The
represents a considerable saving
in the United States.
But if your car breaks down in over the cost of buying the special
the boondocks, you may be alone- components individually.
-all alone. Joe Masters, a Joe says beefed up equipment
member of the high school ad- may induce heavy duty tranviaorj staff of the Kentucky smission, brakes, tires, shocks,
Traffic Safety Coordinating and suspension system as well
Committee (KTSCC), suggests as a special radiator and a higher
you minimize this danger by volume fan with a temperatureproperly servicing and equipping activiated clutch.
your car before hooking up that "These components help
assure reliability especially if
trailer.
Here are some things that the owner is pulling one of the
heavier trailers, a large boat or a
should be checked:
mobile ,lett'ne," the high school
—Brakes—Is the lining thick
advisoOsaid.
enough for a season of driving? He
also urges trailerists to
Are components completely leaf- consider the heavy duty
package
free? Is pedal pressure solid even if a roff-top luggage
carrier
without sponginess and is fluid up is
used frequently. Adding three
to the mark?
or four hundred pounds of extra
—Transmission—Is the fluid
weight to the vehicle and inlevel correct? Does the car shift creasing wind
resistance puts an
ON A BENDER—The Bavarian Oktoberfest at Lakewood
at correct speeds without lag or extra
strain on the car's
Park, Pa., finds Sue Gerlach displaying one of the king-erratic performance? A"U"
drivetrain, suspension system,
size soft pretzels on hand. Her "bench" is super-king.
joints quiet?
brakes and other components.
—Tires—Are treads wearing
evenly? Any cracks or cuts in
Another consideration for
treads or sidewalls? Adequate owners who plan to use a trailer
0W10 MI210 moon
size for load? More than 1-16" od in mountainous areas or in
Cheer
0000 000 MOD
Shovels
tread left?
PR0030 0120M910
desert locations is a separate
Stalk
Bitter vetch
—Cooling System—If it has transmission cooler and an
mono
MOW
Possesses
Humble home
0020 0000
Hebrvoi month
been a year or more since the last engine oil cooler. These help
Knock
W00 00000 oon
Unsoiled
cooling system service, it's a assure that transmission fluid 12 Short sleep
mo
000
MP
Part of ship
ArticN of
good idea to have the system and engine lubricating oil remain 13 furniture
302
010100M OMB
Checked
flushed out and replace the anti- at the proper viscosity.
000M mama
14 Female sheep
it Reverence
mum
11 Through
MOWN
freeze coolant. A 50 percent Overheating causes oil to thin 15 Tints
it Parent (=Alec.)
000000 00QMOM
solution is recommended. This out and increases friction. Ad- 17 Weirder
ii Cowboy
it
MOO 000 ODOM
will assure a margin of safety in ditionally, overheated oil tends 20 Obstruct
competition
Claw
IMMO M00 MOO
terms of boiling protection. Are to oxidize and the formation of 21 Hurried
20 Haul
21 Glisten
Measure of
hoses and fittings leak-free? No varnish begins, which can
Greek letter
29 Blend
22 Longed for
weight
sponginess? Are fanbelts tight greatly
Center
31 Creep
the 24 Lairs
23 Smell child
accelerate
Ship channel
32 Sped
and in good condition? Are deterioration of seals, gaskets
27 Pronoun
25 Pertaining to
,
.
Time gone by
35 Deer's hon
birth
28 Quarrel
thermostat and water pump and other engine parts.
Genus of cattle
36 Pedal digit
29 Commemorative 26 Writing
working properly?
Dine
37
Treat
tablet
Joe says further information
disk
Inlet
39 interior
— Lights—All operative. in- about trailer timing can be ob- 30 Preposition
28 Ethiopian
40 Prohibit
Negative
title
cluding signal lights? Tail light tained
from the Car Care Council 31 Household pet
lenses in good condition? Are by writing them at 2130 Buhl 32 Spanish for
"river"
extra fuses in the glovebox?
Building, Detroit, Mich., =S. 33 Symbol for
&
tantalum
Absorbers
—Shock
34 Approaches
Suspension—Any leakage from
36 Toll
the shocks? Springs sagging
37 chapeau
Bill hits
from old age?
313 Girls name
it
strikes
39 Electrified
teacher
— Wheel Alignment—Had
particle
checked lately?
LANSING, Mich. (UPI)— 40 Bundle
—Engine— Before an extended Teachers who strike in defiance 41 Hop./ cord
43 Container
drive, the engine should be tuned. of a state law prohibiting pub- 44
Liquid
would
walkouts
lic
employee
important
especially
This is
frUlatlift
jobs
their
lose
automatically
46 Edge
ufilier heavier load conditions
the
in
introduced
bill
a
49
under
Mature
when you need all the power
50 Singing voice
available. Check the mileage Michigan legislature.
Under the proposal, fired 52 BUM)native
since you your last lube and oil
53 Rocky hill
teachers would get their jobs 54
Got up
filter change.
back only if they agreed to go 55 Greek letter
To many vacationers,
on two years probation and
trailering has become a way of forego any pay increases for
1 Abstract
life and they are aware of the one year.
being
,
trailer towing "package" offered

LEAVING STATE
Winner Tiki boat,
board, 80 H.P.
engine, new top,
hours. One year
more portable
Large wooded to
Oaks Country Club
or sale—water fro
Panorama Shores
5899.
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IT'S A MISTAKE TO 'TRY it
AVOiD 'THE ONPLEASANT
THIN65 IN LIFE.

FREEZERS—NEW
chest, $224.40 deliv
upright $244.66
Montgomery Ward,
1966.
CREOSOTED PO
barn construction,
and boat docks. M
Co., Maple Stre
Kentucky.

GARAGE SALE,
17,from 8:00 a.m.
1513 Chaucer Dri
terbury Estates. T
electrical applian
other good buys.
REAL OLD antiq
has dome on top
Also a electric coo
metal kitchen cab
and faucets. Phone

I HOPE
YOU'LL
LIKE
ME ---I'M
SORT
OF AN
ODDBALL

5-oz can

Armour's

Musselmans

No. 303 can

2 lbs.

Chefs Choice

LIKE NEW, 1
Hallmark mobile
furnished, includ
central air. Make
751-9612.

LARGEST VARIE
in Kentucky. No
prices. Country Bo
Army Surplus Fo
from Hopkinsville,
117& 164. Open
p.m.

Fr. Fried Potatoes 3/9.

FRESH DILL — VINEGAR
PICKLING LIME lib 39'
3 lbs 10C
BULK SALT
Freezing and Canning Supplies
GO:

"‘

ERESH FRUITS.

4,

ORANGES BANANAS CP
CANTALOUPES

MIX or MATCH 'EM!!
Green Beans
Speckled Butterbeans
Broccoli Spears
$1 00
'Cauliflower L
pç Swann's Mkt
SAVE 20

1989450 TRIUM
chrome. Sharp! M
753-7242 after 5:00 iY.

,1971
MURRAY
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ISEACM7IWCA7P lifitilfrABS
FOR RALF

FOR SALE

a,.
,dr. 40.
• 4116

ae..„,„.

Homo of
"ALL YOU
CAN EAT"
Children Under 6
Eat flu
Catfish or Perch
6-12 - - 50'

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

F

LARGE ROOMS with recreation TWO BEDROOM house with
area. Country Estate. Phone 436- stove and refrigerator, on 904
July29C north 16th street. Phone 4362173.
J16C
2420.
sKW TWO bedroom duplex
apartment. Central heat and air, HOUSE TRAILERS on Ky. Lake,
carpet, $130.00 per month. Phone water front lots, air conditioned.
TFC Phone 436-2427.
753-7850.
J16C
NICE LAKE front apartment for
rent for up to four persons.
Everything furnished including
row boat, linens, etc.-TV.& air
conditioned. $60 per week. Phone
J31C
436-5320.

ONE BEDROOM furnished, air
conditioned, female or any senior
college student. $40 month, quiet
neighborhood, 900 N. 18th St.
J18C
Phone 753-7266.

RFAI. ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALF.1

NOTICE

NOTICE

.•............
INN
TRIANGLE
& CAFETERIA

LARGE ROOMS - Is the feature FOUR BEDROOM brick in
of this stately old house. It's in Sherwood Forest. Three baths,
good condition and has two large fully equipped kitchen with
bedrooms, living room, dining breakfast area, seperate dining
room, kitchen, sun room, bath room, family room with fire
and breakfast room downstairs place,study or 5th bedroom,2 car
plus four rooms up stairs, and a garage, Redwood Deck. Quality
basement underneath. You could construction includes central air
live in part of it and rent the And heat, duel pane windows
upstairs to make your payments. thru-out, concrete driveway and,Hazel
'walks, Large corner lot. Three r
Also a large shady lot.
school, five
EXTRA NEAT three bedroom minutes to new high
By owner.
2 baths, living room, minutes from M.S.U.
/
brick. 11
J14C
utility, carport, air conditioned, Phone 753-6949.

4
4
,
4
RESTAURANT
Phone 753-4953 4
Road
4,
- OPEN 5 A.M. to 11 P.M. :
4
BREAKFAST ANYTIME

Of
carpeted, and landscaped yard.
INEXPENSIVELY YOURS. 190
only
at
buy
excellent
an
It's
UNFURNISHED APARTMENT; UNFURNISHED APARTMENT,
acres with a large amount of
two bedroom duplex, central heat 2„pedrooms, Couple with small $17,500.
permanent pasture and fenced.
Take-Out Service from Cafeteria Line
and air, carpet, range furnished. biby accepted. Call 753-7486. J17C OWNER TRANSFERRED and Some marketable timber. Good
immediate
you can have
Couples or couple with one child.
road frontage. Priced only
possession on this three bedroom $23,000.00.
Available August 1st. Phone 753WANTED TO RENT
brick. It has built in range, two WISH UPON a star and buy this
TFC
8087.
TWO RESPONSIBLE college baths, carport and a good sized
shady, hilltop 3 bedroom house at
furnished men want above average furROOM
THREE
lot. Full price only $19,000.
New Concord. A magnificent
apartment with bath. Days call nished two bedroom apartment
LOT view of the countryside. Gas heat
753-6676 or nights 753-4716. J15C or house to rent for August 1. EXTRA LARGE SHADY
lovely three bedroom brick. to keep you warm in the winter.
J19P with
Phone 753-9982.
TWO BEDROOM Apartment,
Located only two miles from Owner says to ser for $11,500.00.
and will begin serving at 5 a.m. Thursday at
town. Has central heat & air, TWO SMALL adjoining farms
ceramic tile bath, air conditioner
and stove. No pets, $50 Deposit. WANT TO RENT partly fur- carpeted throughout, range, with a total of 105 acres. A spring
Breakfast 11.55 & 11.75
J16C nished farm house near Murray. disposal, carport plus large fed creek to provide water die , regular price:
Phone 753-7457.
Phone 753-4141
Highway 641 N.
Dinner '1.85 1 & '2.95
Phone 753-7860 after 6:00 p.m., workshop or double garage. This year around for the cattle you Lan P
J14P one is priced to sell at only graze on the permanent pasture.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, ask for Joe.
Air
we and two bedrooms. Washers
-ro.•
Good blacktop road frontage on
127,500.
411.0
and dryers available. Zim- WANT TO RENT; College 1NEArENSIVE and a real good -Hwy. 732. Owners want to sell the
merman Apartments South 16th professor with wife and one child buy is this two bedroom house combined farms for only
J16C wants nice 3 bedroom house. and most of the furniture. Has $12,900.00.
Phone 753-6609.
Street.
LEAVING STATE, must sell. 15' 10144 MOBILE HOME, $1900 or
J15C
Phone 753-9520.
electric heat, garage, storm BIG LOT, hillside location, close
Winner Tiki boat, inboard, out- best offer. Phone 753-9275. J15C
on Ky. Lake,
CABIN
VACATION
doors and windows, city water, to town, city water and gas.
NOTICE
board, 80 H.P. Mercruiser
weekend,or week. Phone
'utility room and a nice lot. Can be Where else but North Hills
engine, new top, 130 running 1962 RICHARDSON Stratford by day,
J16C BALDWIN PIANOS and organs bought for mobile home price, Subdivision on old 641 North.
hours. One year old Lady Ken- trailer, 10'1;50', two bedroom, 753-2250.
for rent or sale. Rent applies to $8,700, and won't depreciate near Several good lots available.
more portable dish washer. nice. $2200.00. Phone 753PLENTY TRAILER space;
Piano as fast. Yes there is ample fur- IT'S HOT in town! How about
Large wooded lot, bordering 8780.
J14C beautiful, -quiet living. Highway purchase. Lonardo
cooling off at the lake? We have
Company, across from Post niture included.
Oaks Country Club. Also for rent
IN MEMORY
No. 121, Kentucky Lake, Division office, Paris,Tenn.
three
This
lots located on a corner in
two
J16C
NEW
BRAND
in
front
sale-water
cottage
or
AKC TOY Poodles and Irish No. 3. Write to P.O. Box 32-4,
NOTICE
bedroom brick in Canterbury Lakeway Shores. The price of the
Panorama Shores. Phone 436- Setter Puppies.Phone 753In sad remembrance of my.
August2C
Murray,Kentucky.
Estates. Has two full baths, two lots is only $1,300.00.
If you do not receive your
TFC 1862.
5899.
Al4C
husband Ernest Lassiter who
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- carpeted throughout, electra WE MIGHT have sold your
Paper by six p.m. call 753- passed away five years ago July:'
ROOM FOR RENT with private vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
9269 between 6:00 and 6:30 16, 1966.
entrance. Kitchen priviliges if Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- clean oven, dishwasher, seperate property today, had we known on
35
Argus
table,
mm
PONG
PING
A GOOD buy . . . give it a try.
den, lots of closets, patio, en- yesterday that you would sell.
p.m.
desired. Walking distance to mington, Kentucky.
•
Days of Sadness fill my life
A5C
Blue Lustre America's favorite camera, gun bluing tank with
closed garage, entry hall. You Come in and list your property
J16C
campus. Phone 753-1387.
in
stand.
All
metal
and
butane
Tears of silence often flow.
carpet shampoo.$1. Big K. J17C
can move today and we'll get the with us.
excellent condition. Phone 753I shall always keep you near,
Claude L. Miller, Real Estate
yard fixed soon.
Jl4C 4
8872 after 5:00 pin.
Though you left me five years ago
Home
Street,
Main
418
753-5064,
brick
bedroom
mileage.
low
two
1971,
NICE
650 TRIUMPH
EXTRA
X
Never shall you be forgotten,
J19P YOU CAN keep up with the
Phone 753-5394.
house. Located near M.S.U. Has Phone 753-3059, John C.
Never from my memory fade
range, disposal, gas heat, lots of Neubauer, Associate Broker 753"Jones" by using Blue Lustre
My heart will always be
J13C
cabinets, storm doors and win- 7531.
FREEZERS-NEW 23 cu. It. and rent a new shampooer from
Around the grave where you were"
lot.
large
f
dows, and an extra
chest, $224.40 delivered, 21 Cu. ft. Western Auto, Home of "The
laid.
SMALL FARM; good location;
Priced at less than $14,000.
On New Fall
upright $244.66 delivered, Wishing Well."
J14C
Not a time do I forget you
business or future investment.
Montgomery Ward, 510 Main 753GET A BARGAIN in this One mile East Murray, apIn my heart you are always nearolder house, It's located, tiresirretely 10 acres pasture.
*Redo=
1966.
A precious one from me is ganei
frIlq?°`
BUY
WANT To
near schools, and has four, Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
A voice I love is stilled.
Only
'
July
bedrooms, large kitchen, shady Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
CREOSOTED POLES, for pole
A place is vacant in my home, • 0:
TO BUY; logs and
lot plus garden space. It is priced 'For appointment call 436barn construction, utility poles WANT
That never can be filled.
for
have
Also
timber.
standing
to sell at less than $10,000.
and boat docks. Murray Lumber
Sadly missed by wife,
TFC
2173.
and sawdust.
Co., Maple Street, Murray, sale lumber
iTP.THE
OF
Clara Lassiter
ANY
AT
LOOK
A
FOR
Lumber
and
Saw Mill
NEW THREE bedroom home
1TC 'Murray
Kentucky.
ABOVE OR AT ANY REAL
TFC
AUCTION SALE
Co. Phone 753-4147.
Kentucky
overlooking
bath,
with
ESTATE IN MURRAY SEE
SERVICES OFFERED
Lake, 16 miles from Murray,
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
ROBERTS
July
at
RAY
Saturday
SALE
or
AUCTION
HOYT
i
AUTOS FOR SALE
some finish work yet to be done,
hearing aid batteries for all make
17, 1:00 p.m. at the Sue Nance
REALTY,505 Main or phone 753•
includes boat ramp and beach
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. TTC 1962 OLDSMOBILE F86 with
BARHORNBUCKLE'S
Place, 1 mile south of Lynn
1651. We also need some more
area privileges, $7,850. Call Mrs.
3:00
Open
SHOP,
in
interested
BER
Grove. Will sell, new cook stove,
listings. If you are
radio, heater and automatic
Helm, 436-5320 Hamlin, KenGARAGE SALE, Saturday, July transmission. Good condition,
p.m.-10:00 p.m. Tuesday
bedroom suite, living room suite,
SF.LLING your real estate list it
TFC
tucky.
17,from 8:00 a.m. till 4:00 p.m. at Price,$285.00. Phone 753through Friday.
piano, end tables, coffee table,
with ROBERTS REALTY. We
1513 Chaucer Drive, in Can- 9212.
Saturday, 11:00-7:00.
are REALTORS and members of LARGE SHADED lot in Baywood chest, one wool rug, one indoorJ15C
terbury Estates. Toys, clothes,
Closed Monday.
near outdoor carpet, pair of lamps,
MULTIPLE LISTING SER- Vista
Subdivision
electrical appliances and many
Boy's Haircut, 75c.
J17C Panorama Shores. Water rights flat roll-a-way bed, two steel
VICE.
automatic,
327,
CAMERO
1968
J16C
other good buys.
Men's Haircut, $1.00.
paid, ceptic tank and line in- cabinets, medicine cabinet, two
power steering, call 753-5902 or
BARHORNBUCKLE'S
odd
deep
freeze,
heaters,
electric
a
leveled
for
been
Has
stalled.
J15C
6:00
after
p.m.
753-8150
REAL OLD antique refrigerator
BER SHOP
mobile home. Lot number 269. tables and chairs, steel clothes
has dome on top and runs good.
213 Spruce Street.
Financing available. Phone 753- rack, air conditioner, gas heating
Also a electric cook stove and a 1963 CHEVY VAN, 6 cylinder,
PHONE 753-7742
new Frigidaire, lots of
stove,
J17C
or
6734
753-2903.
metal kitchen cabinet with sink good condition,$250.00. See at 509
BY APPOINTMENT ALSO
other items, too numerous to
LOVELY FIVE bedroom home, mention.
and faucets. Phone 753-8044. J18C So. 8th or phone 753-4680. J15NC
PHONE 753-7742
full basement, large corner lot,
Terry Shoemaker Auctioneer
75x150. Owner transferring. 1700
LIKE NEW, 1969, 12x52, 1960 FORD pick-up. Excellent
J16C
EXCEPTIONAL BUY, two Miller. Asking $17,500.00 Phone
Hallmark mobile home, partially body and mechanically. $250.00
Green
Meadow
in
brick
bedroom
J16P
2 ton firm.Phone 753-8548.
/
furnished, including 21
TFC AUCTION SALE; Saturday, July
753-4178.
2 ceramic tile baths,
/
Acres. 11
central air. Make an offer. Call
17, 1:00 p.m. at the late Mrs.
SERVICES OFFERED
carpeted, carport. For inJ20C
HELP WANTED
753-9612.
Bertha' Hill home in Coldwater,
J20C WILL REPAIR tape players Kentucky.
formation call 753-3181.
WANTED IMMEDIATELY, man
1970 YAMAHA, 250 mx Call 436Practically new furniture,
radios, record players, C-B
J16C or woman to supply consumers
PARTIALLY WOODED lot, radios, etc. Phone 753-8080, apartment size electric stove,
5801 after 5:00 p.m.
Household
with
Rawleigh
105':160' in Sherwood Forest. Tuesday and Thursday or after refrigerator, living room suite,
Products. Can earn $50 weekly
Phone 753-7358, after 4:00
1TC chest, TV, breakfast set, new
5:00p.m.
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols part time. Write giving phone
p.m.
TFC
linens and hand work,fan, dishes
in Kentucky. No increase in no.: Ray Harris, Rawleigh Co.,
FURNITURE REFINISHING. and cooking utensils, straight
prices. Country Boy Stores, the Freeport, Illinois or call 815-232pickFree
sale
for
80'x200'
LARGE
LOTS
All work guaranteed.
chairs, lawn set, high post iron
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles 4161 between 8 and 4:30.
J14C
& larger) Lake access-central up and delivery. Free estimate. bed, very unusual. Trunk and
from Hopitinsville, Junction Ky.
water system-all weather streets- Antique or natural finish. Jerry chifferobe, flat irons, oil lamp,
117& 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
Yuly16C glass ware, depression cookie
prices start at $695 with $10 down McCoy,753-3045.
Aug30C MEN & WOMEN; truck drivers
p.m.
& $10 per month. 'Phone 436-5320
and store clerk. Interview
jars, four footed honey stand,
or 436-5582for directions.
J17C WANTED: ODD JOBS Phone white sewing machine, step
Gordon's
21" PHILCO black and white Saturday, July 17,
J14C
753-9511.
ladder, and other small items.
television. In good condition, Farmers Market, Hwy. 94 war
ROMAN SCANDALPhOn11474 ---LOOKING FOR an attractive
Hotel.
Lake
Ken
Conducted by Shoemaker Chiatante, 82, director genJ15C
$30.00. Phone 435-5582.
wants
STUDENT
COLLEGE
brick home? Try 104 North 18th.
J15C
Auction and Livestock, Terry eral of the highway agency
Three bedrooms, Abudant yards to mow. Phone 753Shoemaker Auctioneer, Douglas in Rome, and three of his
AKC REGISTERED German
J17P
3575.
large
baths,
full
closets,
two
carpenter
„Shoemaker apprentice auc- aides have been accused of
Shepherd puppies. 7 weeks old. ROUGH AND finish
garage, lawn and patio. Entioneer.
J16C pocketing kickbacks total- CI"
.115P wanted, also laborers. Call
Phone 753-3055.
given
lessons
VIOLA
&
VIOLIN
joyable kitchen and living area.
Conaway Construction Co. 502ing $38.4 million. The Italador
Beginning
Quiet neighborhood. Phone 753- at my home.
J19C
.ian government said the
15' FIBERGLAS BOAT with 7534807.
753Phone
AUCTION
SALE,
July
students.
viewed
Saturday,
J19C
6527.
motor and trailer. Phone 489-2538
J15P 17, 1971, 10:00 a.m. at the Luther four conspired to sell in7600.
J15C WANTED: FEMALE to work at
or 437-4223.
Anderson place, Main Street formation on bids for highLynn Grove Egg Company.
way contracts.
105's160' LOT IN Sherwood
Hardin,
Kentucky.
back
TANK
cleaning,
CEPTIC
no phone calls
Forest. Phone 753-7358 after 4:00
1989-650 TRIUMPH. Extra Apply in person,
Selling:
'kitchen
cabinets.
753Camp,
Rex
Phone
work.
Put Your Foot Down
J28C
TFC hoe
p.m.
chrome. Sharp! Must sell. Phone please. Full time work.
July29C dinette set with four chairs, vial
5933:
Sheets of nickel stainless steel .‘
JI5P
753-7242 after 5:00 OE
cabinet, old fashioned china are now being used for floorBY OWNER nice 3 bedroom
SECRETARY, FIVE days a
DOZER WORK; hick hoe se:- cabinet, several antique dishes ing. After being walked on for
conditioned,
air
heat,
gas
house,
DISHES. 118E1'LOX Pottery by week, 8:03 to 5:00 over 30 Phone
vice; septic tank cleaning; septic pattern and depreation glass, 15 a while, the stainless takes on the
carpet. Phone 753-4440 if no anJ20C
Navaho. Full set. Cheap. Phone 753-7850.
installation. Gene'Steely.901 Cubic foot Wizzard deep freeze in patina of sterling silver.
tank
J17C
swer,call 753-1948.
J15P
753-7600.
Story, Murray, Ky., Phone 753- perfect condition. Seven cane eyes wrong!
•
WANTED DEPENDABLE lady
July17C bottom chairs, two rockers, one
7850.
(UF4-About
YORK
NEW
TWO BEDROOM house, kitchen
USED STOVE and refrigerator. to stay with elderly lady full time.
platform rocker, 2 end tables, 3
die, living room, bath, hall WILL BUSHHOG vacant lots piece bedroom suite, antique 25 per cent of all Americans
If interested phone 753-3184. J16C Call 753-4641 days or 753-3103
Open
refrigerator.
suffer from myopia, or nearrange,
carpet,
J16C
ihside city limits. Reasonable couch,
machine.
sewing
after 5:30p.m.
Large lot, outside storage. 317 rates. Phone 753-3798.
AlOC Speedqueen washer, Aladdin sightedriess, says the Society
SLAtiS & SAWDUST. W. M.
for Visual Care. The number
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Irvan.$11,500.00. Phone 753Avery Lumber Co., Puryear,
lamp, churns, fruit jars, hand of additional visual protilems
*ANTED:
HOMEWORKERS
J14C
errs.
TFC
Tenn.
and garden tools:
LOST & FOUND
among our population is hulfi-*
part-time,full-time work at home
North 15th Street Murray, Ky.
Number of items too numerous ciently great that the SocirAy.
details
For
circulars.
our
mailing
spacious
FOUR-BEDROOM
1970 MODEL MOBILE Home,
to mention. Come on out, there is
Across From MSU Library
home on Hermitage. 2,500 square FOUND: GERMAN Shepherd plenty of shade Sale by Knott's recommends a thorougr-eye
12'x60. like new. Located at rush self-addressed, stamped
examination, ti) an riiitonirto
En35c
US
and
of
envelope
vicinity
in
found
dog,
female
car
two'
plus
space
feet of living
Paradise Trailer Park, 5 miles
Phone 753-3242
Auctkn Service, Hardin. Ken- trial or an ophthalmologi4,
Box 813-A7,
garage on lot 150x380 fully land Fourth & Chestnut. Phone 753- tucky, phone 437-4666.
North of Cadiz. Owner Bobby terprises, P.O
J16C once every yCar.
TFC
415C
J17C 3579.
scaped. Call 753-7905.
J17P Mayfield, Kentucky 42066.
Hyde. phone 522-6821.
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All You Care To Eat
SHRIMP----52.50
FROG LEGS-4.25
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4
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SPECIAL
10% Off
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GIRLS COATS
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Lad & Lassie

1

317 Irvan

TUXEDO RENTAL
ALL BY AFTER SIX
All Tuxedos In Stock
Only Delay...Alterations

• Weddings
• Parties
• Dances

No Matter what social event
you're planning, we have what you
want. See us for your TUXEDO.

The College Shop

•

THF 1 FOGER & TlMES.ILKRAY
rAGE TWELVE
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Mammal II
Chaaosl 5
Chemed 4
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Mike Deuelas
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Reel McCoys
Ooze
Sam
Sam
Ramer Roan
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THURSDAY AFTERNOOP PROGRAMS
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Troop 77 ...
ICeatinued trim Page 1)

1New Army Recruiter
Named for Counties

marked the fifth year in suc- Army Sergeant First Class
cession that the Murray Troop Jerry A. Work, 35, son of Mr. and
has won the waterfront com- Mrs. Edd Work of Dukedom has
been assigned to Mayfield as the
petition.
Representative for
First Class Scout Rusty Moore Army
was chosen for the Honor Camper Graves, Calloway and Marshall
Award. The award is based upon County. He attended Cubs High
skill in camping and merit badge
achievement.
Boys attending the camp were:
Rusty Moore,Steve Porter, Mark
Thurman, Bryan Warner, Chad
Boyd, Joey Grasty, Brad Boone,
Tim Wallen, Gregg Fox, Mike
Skinner, Robert Underwood,
Ronnie Billington, Reid Hudson,
John Hart and Ernie Dodd.
Life Scout Allan Lemons was a
member of the sununer camp
staff.
The Troop holds its meetings in
the basement of the First
(3u-istian Church each Monday at
6:30 p.m.

Computer .. .
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Calloway

Sect
Tw

(Costumed from Page 1)
were recommended strongly in
hotheusereoonaisvationproofjectthewprecenould
include
and
lockers,
new
rooms,
rest
new
a new entrance to the building
from the mutts The installation
of a sauna bath also was
bible
le solutions to
rec°intnended.
several posebib
problem are
parking
club's
the
heed investigated the committee reported, with the final
determined
master
wls Wabettgn
4ecisi
the form
developmentdevelopment program.
With the increasing popularity
of tennis, the club's two reagent
eourts are in use constantly, the
committee
reported,
necessitating the construction of
ocklitional courts as well as lights
ior the two present courts.
The planners also recommended a number of minor
improvements, several of which
already have been made. These
roomsIncluded:

WED
JUT V 14

MINI-SUB TO SALVAGE ANDREA DOR1A—Built by Michael Cushman of Beverly,
Mass., this 2-man, 6-ton cement and fiberglass submarine will start to salvage the
Andrea Doria next spring. The famed Italian liner sank after a collision off Nantucket with the Swedish liner Stockholm July 25, 1956. A total of 51 lives was lost.

Sgt. Jerry A. Wait

bare
Uae3
frontaanndd:
—Shelteron bothh°the
School and the University of nines.
Alaska.
—Concrete bases with drains
THURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
pleting an educational program." Sgt. Work, is married to the around the water fountains on
rarst%
103,-Y".°:
s"'"
School
Frrnity
"
yteisise
former Janice Fuqua of Wingo, the tees.
t *""
Wi
Ac;i1P1
Dean Philip Tibbs of the
6 .r."
of Business called the test "a and their two children, Tim, age e—le placement of new
service indicating the deter- 11, and Susan, age 9, live in electric water coolers at
mination of Murray State to Mayfield on Windsor Drive. They strategic places on the golf
to meet the expanding belong to the Fellowship Baptist course and the tennis courts.
continue
computer Church in Wingo, Ky.
'is 3 I=:INSt
for
demands
10 V4d's
—An access to the 10th tee
Newts wee., Spells
Ile Valley
Prior to his assignment to from the south end of the pro
technologists."
Dick Corea
Moyle:
He advised anyone interested Mayfield, Sgt. Work, was Mop, a shower head in the pool
attempted
the
one cruinon doses of cholera story:
By RAY WAUGH
In a career in computer data assigned to the St. Louis area and the erection of a
destruction of the intellectual
vaccine to India.
Bureau
Washington
Chief,
before
the
as
Station,
Recruiting Main
processing to take the test
basketball goal in the club house
Rep. Cornelius Gallagher, D- life of the Bengali community
Copley News Service
enrolling in classes at Murray Operation Sergeant,from August area.
J., chairman of a house by the killing of professors and
N.
1967, till August 1970, he was then Serving with Bradshaw on the
State or anywhere else.
— The subcommittee on Asian and students by the army," he said.
WASHINGTON
Assisting Harcourt in the ad- reassigned to Cape Girardeau lone-range Planning IMP are
in Pacific affairs, has just "This, in my judgment, gives
problem
refugee
mounting
ministration and scoring of the Recruiting Station as the Station Ted Billlngton, Bill Fandrick,Bill
From The
the
in
and
returned to Washington after a credence to the charge Of
Pakistan
East
examination will The Dr. W. Commander.
Doss, Mrs. R. T. Hewitt, Mrs. Jo Csksits regke of hidis
tour of F.ast Pakistani refugee genocide. In addition, the
NEW YORK (UPI)—Stocks
Smith, Jr., assistant Sergeant Work's office is Crass and Mrs. Hal Houston. -Freeman
inijorltY —ol the refugees noir
the
in
carnps.
beginning to reverberate
opened lower In mederate
professor of physics, and Jim located in the U.S. Post Office on In other action, the board:
His prime recommendation, pouring by the thousands into
halls of Congress.
trading Wednesday.
have
Hall, director of the computer West Broadway, in Mayfield. —Directed that the next steak
exan
only
relief, is a cutoff of any IncL. are Hindus, who
not
is
after
Involved
the
opening,
the
after
Shortly
Off.)
Pat.
(Reg. U.S.
247-4525.
been the innocent victims of a
Phone
center.
party
to
aid
inted
relief
military
and
American
get-acqua
economic
and
large
supper
pected
average
industrial
By United Press laterastimal Dow Jones
of terror by
Murray State will offer a fourfor new members be held program, but also the more Pakistan. American funds sent calculated reign
WASHINGTON — CBS Pres- was off 0.37 at 892.01. Declines year major in computer science
and inflame
inspire
to
army
the
he
charges,
S.country,
U.
of
that
to
complicated issues
Thursday night, July S.
ident Frank Stanton, after the topped advances, 148 to 75, for the first time this fall. Fourcommunal tensions.
subsidizing
be
S.-Pakistan
"would
U.
and
India
of
installation
the
—Directed
issues
310
the
crossing
House of Representatives sent among
"Based on my personal
year minors in computer data
"speed bumps" on the driveway relations and the always slaughter and spreading experiences in India and the
the contempt of Congress the tape.
science
computer
between
and
balance
pestilence."
processing
sensitive
at the north and south ends of the
citation against his network In the steel group, U.S. Steel
and
His emotional description of evidence presented to my
and a two-year program in
iContinued frees Page 1)
tennis court area to slow traffic American, Russian
back to the Commerce Commit- rose % to 30%, while Bethleinfluence
conditions in the troubled subcommittee, I believe
Communist Chinese
data processing
along that section, and
hem and Armco held un- computer
tee:
the American policy must not in
underscores
Arts Little League Division present at — Approved membership on the teeming Asian sub- region
of
Associate
the
to
leading
"We are very pleased by the changed at 21% and 17%,
any way subsidize the actions
the All-Star meeting were: Harry
Departof
State
the
problem
continent.
also available.
are
degree
four new
desicive House vote against the respectively.
Recker and nevi' Robertson of applications for
Some 5 million people have ment which has been trying for of the government of PakistM
Commerce Committee's resolu- Du Pont edged up % to 140%
the Cards, Chester Thomas of the members:
into India (rain East years to maintain a delicate in East Pakistan.
Williatn Emner, fled
"Our policy must now be to
tion citing CBS for contempt. in the chemicals. Monsanto was
Pakistan in the last two months balance in relations with
Cubs, William and Allen McKeel Dr. and Mrs.
S. and Mary since the government of feuding India and Pakistan, insist on international relief
As responsible journalists, we unchanged at 44%, as was
of the Astros, Ronald Lockhart 704 Main Street; H.
West Olive; Pakistan and troops from West while at the same time efforts, closely supervised and
shall continue to do our best to Allied Chemical at 33.
and Jimmie McCuiston of the Jane Jackson, 1611
McClure, Pakistan smashed an at- discouraging growing Com- rigidly inspected. Prior
A.
report on public events in a fair In the oils, Jersey Standard
Continued from Page 1)
Athletics, George Griffin and James
Larry tempted secession movement munist Chinese influence in American aid — nearly $5
and
Circle,
latesborough
and Standard of California were
and responsible manner "
Ken
Twins,
James(Mavis of the
steady at 77% and 56% regard to law enforcement is at Adams and Norman Lane of the d Mary Alien Contri, 1804 after anti-Punjab forces won a Pakistan and blunting Soviet billion — has contributed to the
an end in the
United
unspeakable agonies in East
Henry.
December election in the influence in India.
WASHINGTON — Commerce respectively. Texaco dropped %
States". President Nixon to Nat., Brooks Gibson and William
Pakistan and any resumption
eastern
dominated
BengaliCommittee Chairman Harley 0. to 35%, with Getty and Pennzoil
military
Pakistani
The
and
William
Reds
the
graduating class of the FBI Taylor of
of our aid to the military
country.
divided
the
of
part
Staggers, D-W.Va., after the down % each at 88% and 29%,
S.U.
forces, primarily
Ryan and James Cartledge of the
would only subNational Academy.
The refugees, now massed equipped, have been hoping for government
House sent the contempt of in that order. Occidental was
WATCHDOG PROPOSED
Yanks.
_laughter and spread
sidize
have
caused
Calcutta,
Congress citation back to his unchanged at 17%.
upwards of 130 million in arms pestilence.
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Con- near
Penn Central picked up 14 to The Atlanta World says of Sen. The Little League-First gress should have an agency staggering health problems. A aid.
committee:
M.
charge
Edward
Kennedy's
cholera epidemic threatens to
"Two simple facts speak for
"I feel this is a sad day for 4% in the rails, but Burlington
that President Nixon is District Tournament will be similar to the President's take thousands of lives. There themselves," Gallagher says:
the American people. The vote Northern eased % to 46%.
acCowen,
Security
on
Ft
at
starting
Campbell
National
played
prolonging the war for political
of a war
today (Tuesday) showed the In the automotive group,
H. is open talk in India
"1. The sheer number of Si DROWN
reasons: "It is natural that some Monday, July 19. The Murray cording to Sen. Hubert
against Pakistan to force
awsome power of the television Chrysler lost % to 26, while
-Minn.
irrefutable
is
D
refugees
until
not
Tuesday,
will
play
Humphrey,
team
unwanted
let
men
their personal ambitions
repatriation of the
RAWALPINDI, Pakistan
networks and the news media Ford was % lower at 63%.
July 20 when the Murray All-Star "I cannot help but believe refugees. U.S. Air Force crews evidence of the brutal policies (UPI) — An overloaded bus
the
get
their
better
of
judgement,
brought to bear on the House General Motors and American
in
fully
more
shared
we
the
AllMarshall
meet
County
that if
but we think it is deplorable to let
are already on the scene sur- pursued by the government of plunged into the River Swat,
of Representatives."
Motors were steady at 78% and
the vital question of war or Stars. Game time will be 8:30 momentous decisions, like those veying needs and a massive Pakistan to crush the people drowning at least 50 persons,
in that order.
In Vietnam, we would be less United Nations aid effort is who won the election;
national security get involved in p.m. under the lights.
according to reports reaching
SAIGON—South Vietnamese Westinghouse dipped lit to
Paul W. Shahan, President of divided as a nation by the expected, with the United
"2. The increase of Hindu here Tuesday.
The
partisan
politics."
Negro
Vice President Nguyen Cao Ky, 90% in the electronics. Control
that
hatreds
the Little League Division, urges bitterness and
States supplying most of the refugees discloses the unOfficials said 11 persons were
breaking political relations with Data was off % at 53%, and newspaper also commented: all local fans to support the confront us today," Humphrey funds.
dertaking of a 'holy war.'"
can
"We
hardly
believe
In the accident which
injured
Senator
down
%
was
Texas
Instruments
Van
Thieu:
President Nguyen
introducing
In a speech in the House, occurred outside Kalam near
Kennedy made such a statement, Murray All-Stars by attending said Tuesday in
has
"My conscience demands that at 111%.
States
United
The
a
create
would
that
legislation
Gallagher told of hundreds of Peshawar. The officials said
but we have not heard any the tournament games.
I put,an end to this association
security council-type bogy for already earmarked $17.5 personal interviews he had held the bus apparently rolled into
in with a
relief
refugee
for
million
Mich exists only in name and PHONEY PHANTOM
cross section of the the river when its braked
Congress.
India, plus $I million to help refugees.
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Hospital Report
Aged, Blind, And
Disabled Care Starts July 10, 1971
FRANKFORT, Ky.—A new
federal-state program to provide
care to the aged, blind and
disabled who require an intermediate type of service began
operation recently in Kentucky.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn, in announcing the innovation, said the
program will be for recipients
who need a higher level of care
than is provided in personal-care
homes, but less than is provided
In nursing homes or hospitals.

SWIMMING CLASS-12$ youngsters were enrolled in the recent Red Cross swimming class held at
the Murray State University pool. Shown here are the water safety instructors who donated their
time to the program. They are, left to right, first row: Cathy Berry, Jeannie Barker, Jan Brower,
Ellen Teltloff, Marsha Sledd, Donna Hoechul, Cindy Chrisman, Wendie Flood, and Valerie Harrison.
Second Row: Ken Thomas, Fred Berry, Mike McPherson, Don Jones, Hawley Fair, Jr., Todd
Harrison, and Edward Andrews, the program director. Not pictured are Ted Forrest, Mike McCage,
Nancy Lovett and Emily Belote.

Cathy Berry, right, is shown bore giving instructions to three young swimmers during the Red
Cross class.

These wents aBd friends watefing while the youngsters learned use rudiments el swimming at
the Red Cross swimming class. des. Gaylord Forrest is the Red Cross water safety chairman for
Calloway County.

Ex-Aide To Governors Named To Post

He said an estimated 3250
Kentuckians will be eligible for
benefits under the new program,
Including some 5000 now in
nursing homes at a cost of $460 a
month each, and about 2000
presently in personal-care
homes.
The state should save nearly $1
million by moving those who are
unnecessarily in nursing homes
or to the intermediate care
homes, the governor said.

mission, the eight-state compact The program will be
adGovernor Nunn has appointed was named superintendent of
which policies water quality ministered by the state Departadministrative Lake Cumberland Boys' Camp
former
a
along the Ohio River. Member ment of Economic Security,
assistant to two Democratic by the Department of Child
of the commission besides although
states
the
of
Springfield
a
details
Osbourne,
Welfare.
governors as a member of the
has been with the Kentucky, are Minois, Indianan, arrangement were worked out
Kentucky Council of Public native,
department for six years at New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, cooperatively among a number of
Higher Education.
near Virginia, and West Virginia.
Vallage,
state agencies and private groups
Fontaine Banks Jr., Frankfort, Keraucly
Costly Exploration
and individuals.
was named to the four-year term Lexngton, and at Woodsbend
replacing Edward F. Priehard Boys' Camp, West Liberty. He Finding major mineral deposprogram will pay a
Jr., also of Frankfort, whose succeeds Leon Huff who resigned its is an expensive undertaking. The new
to take a similar post in Illinois. In 1970, one nickel producer, In- maximum of $300 per month per
term had expired.
—James C. Rogers, a Glasgow ternational Nickel, spent nearly recipient for the intermediate
Banks, 42, was assitant to
832 million in exploration activiwas appointed director of ties throughout the world, prin- care, less any income the
native,
Edward
and
Goys. Bert Combs
recipient may have to apply
Assistance
of
Office
Medical
Breathitt. He is a Pike County the
cipally in Canada.
toward his expenses. Payments
native and a gradutate of Berea in the state Department of
A 400 Per Cent Increase
will be made directly to the
of
Health. The University
College.
In 1960,Japanese indusery con-,
homes.
formerly
graduate
Mississippi
A Corbin surgeon, Dr. Harold
awned 40 million pounds of priBarton, also received ap- served as director of Field mary nickel. In 1970, this had
According to Governor Nunn,
pointment to the council. Barton Services in the Office of Medical grown 400 per cent to over 200
the state Health Department will
esti1980,
In
pounds.
million
Assistance.
and
in
was born
Williamsburg,
that will qualify
State Natural Resources mated demand for the versatile certify facilities
graduated form the University
James S. element in Japan is expected to for participation in the program.
Commissioner
be about 425 million pounds, or He estimated that 115 personal
of Louisville School of Medicine. Shropshire was elected
vice
just 10 million rounds under
In other appointrnwents:
chairman of the Ohio River total free world consumption of care and skilled nursing homes
—Joseph William Osbourne
will apply for such certification
Valley Water Sanitation Cain- nickel in 1959.

ADULTS 80
NURSERY 4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
None
DISMLSSALS
Mrs. Nancy June Cooper and
Baby Boy, 207 North 17th,
Murray, Mrs. Glenda Craolynn
Stallings, Route 2, Puryear,
Todd, Rt. 1,
Tenn., Lewis
ICirksey, Robert Cecil Spann, Rt.
1, Hazel, Harold Clayton Beck,
Box 1089 Hart Hall, Murray, Mrs.
Martha Lou Crick, Rt. 1, Alma,
Loyd Edward Key, 611 South
Broad St., Murray, Rickie Joe
Hughes,Box 194, Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. Ruby Molene Steely, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Linda Kay
Haskins, Rt. 2, Paducah, Mrs.
Fredia Anne Thurman, Rt. 3,
Murray, Jimmy Dale McCuan,
Box 35, Lynnville, Mrs. Virginia
Ada Smith, 1108 Fairlane,
Murray, Ivan Millard Gream,
Rt. 5, Murray, Bayless Henry
Cornett, 504 South 9th, Murray,
Mrs. Dessie Anna Shekel, 207
Poplar, Murray.

July 11, 1971
ADULTS 86
4
NURSERY
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Richardson (Mrs.
Patricia Richardson), 1621
Farmer, Murray, Baby Girl
Haynes 1Mrs. Catherine Perlene
Haynes), Rt. 1, Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Iris Diane Gresham and
Baby Girl, Rt. 2, Kuttawa, Mrs.
Connie Rogers White and Baby
Boy, 902 Main, Murray, Mrs.
Sandra Lee Ferony, 7119 Kerr
Dr., Springfield, Va., Buell
Windell Edmonds, 504 Whitnell,
Murray.
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Wall Street Chatter
YORK (UPI)—The
NEW
LAND TRANSFERS
market outlook for the near
term "is unlikely to be exciting
necords filed on micro-film in
In either direction," W. E.
the office of the Calloway County
Hutton & Co. believes. The
Court Clerk Marvin Harris
company finds little incentive
chide the following compiled by
for the market to go up or
the staff of the Ledger and Times,
down. "We look for a selective
BY
They are:
(and) over the next few
affair
Phyllis Herroki to Paul B.
N
DAVIDSO
L.
LONEL TAYLOR
4.4
weeks second quarter earnings
Hodges and Margaret M. Hodges,
RESOURCEFUL Philadel•
statements may govern the
lot in Lakeway Shores Inc.
phia manufacturer sudthey
that
graduation
upon
knew
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Between
Hutton says.
selectivity,"
boosted sales by packDiana L. Mills to Mrs. Maree
denly
a
last fall and spring semesters would no longer be entitled to
ing ahaving soap in a china
H. Bushart, Alfred L Bushart,
classification. Our mantwins,
Kenneth
(Ken)
U-S
identical
For the first time since last mug. "It is doubtful if the
James W. Bushart, Frieda
and Bennett( Ben) came to our power officer participated in the October the market is in an mug was intended for perman&Wiwi.;C. D. Jones and Nancy
the
ent use as a allaying accesoffice seeking information about discussion and he explained
oversold condition, Harris, sory," said one historian of
Jones, lot in Panorama Shorts.
the "draft." Our first impression military options available. They
says. "Such American antiques, Carl DrepCo.
&
Hugh L Peckenpaugh and
Upham
was that sameness went beyond were given brochures, including oversold conditions are rare in
Elizabeth S. Peckenpaugh to
perd. "More likely it was for
physical characteristics, "Its Your Choice."
their
V.
Wendell L. Steele and Olive
healthy bull markets and they use only until the soap was
,
manpersonal
appearance
Steele, lot in Panorama Shores.
usually come near buying consumed, whereupon the mug
Within the past week the staff
nerism and politeness.
the company believes. became a cup for coffee or
Calloway County Land Co. to
spots,"
officer)
What was distinguishable was counselor (manpower
book values and Tom-and-Jerrys."
present
Loyd McKeel and Nettie Mae
At
The latter are often present
that Ken wanted to learn how he visited the twins' local board and earnings, the company says the
McKee!, lot in Pine Etluff Shores
day uses of these colorful
best fulfill his military as a point of interest he inspected
could
average
industrial
Subdivision.
Dow Jones
relics of a time when men
obligation and then seek gainful their files. He reported that Ken
Loyd McKee! and Nettie Mae
would have a "fair valuation at deemed themselves more atdecided
then
and
around
in
shopped
his
profession.
employment
McKee!to Sterling C. Moody and
the 844 level, an undervaluation tractive when clean-shaven.
On the other hand, Ben was he wanted to fulfill his military at 642, and an overvaluation at
The novel packaging of a
Maydell Moody, lot in Pine Bluff
the
in
enlisting
searching for legitimate means obligation by
product was so popular that.
Shores.
1077."
by the 1870's, hundreds of vato delay his."You and the Draft" Army Reserve. This was acRex Edwards and Violet
would like to relate to its readers complished before he was re- The underlying trend of the rieties of shaving mugs existwards to Charles Byers and
what these two young men have classified I-A by the local board. market is still up, Spear & ed. Barbers competed against
Florence Byers, tract of land in
home-shaving by providing a
since visiting the State The executive secretary of the
done
Calloway County.
Staff Inc. believes. "Once this customer with a mug bearing
a
through
learned
had
board
This
in
ort.
s
Frank
Headquarter
Clrairama Properties Inc. to
is obvious, it could attract the individual's name in gold
requires some case background. friend of the family that Ken is buying power still sidelined in paint and also perhaps with
G. T. Brandon and Beautaa
six
Ken and Ben are registered currently performing his
Brandon, two tracts of land in
the hope of a chance to buy a symbol of the individuals'
with a local board in the south- months of active duty for training cheaply," the firm says. Spear
Calloway County.
central part of the state. They (ACDUTRA). Upon completion recommends "a methodical
Howard Brandon to G. T.
were born July 1, 1948. The twins of ACDUTRA he will ful flu the commitment of reserves" with
Brandon,
Beautan
Brandon and
graduated from high school in rest of his military obligation by concentration on select issues.
one-half interest in tract of land
June 1966 and that fall they attending regular drills and
in Murray.
college. Their annual two-week summer camps. "We continue to feel that the
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G. T.
Ben chose to go the "other
was a
objective
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Brandon and Ruth Brandon.
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graduated
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a
engineering,
Murray.
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1100 ft. of private beach
widespread lifting of the taboo station wagons, 171 Chevrolet
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•Color TV, phones, room service
of premarital sex" which and GMC heavy duty tractors
• Air conditioned & heated
sidesteps the pressures of and 160 Chevrolet light trucks.
1:00 P.M. — Kiddies Day
marriage and perhaps later a
• Dining room, lounge, coffee shop
P.M. — Ursa Lia
8:00
•
nasty divorce scene, but
• Golf & Tennis privileges
concede that "sexual ex• 9 hole putting green
perience, no matter how ex• Game room, shuffleboard baby
tensive, does not necessarily
The Duchess of Windsor, 75,
sitter service
assist in personal maturity.'
has worn hot pants, which the
• Planned entertainment
Ride Tickets for
The question they cannot Duke described recently as
• Across from shopping center.
answer — and neither can "ridiculous" fashion, Women's
•
bowling, theatre
Sponsored by
anybody else,for that matter —
Wear Daily reported.
• Near Ja. Alai Dog Racing.
is this: How many men and
"At their 34th wedding anniVINSON GOLDEN EMPIRE SHOWS
Auto Racing
women, young or old, can versary party ... the Duchess
Mr. Vinson, owner & manager
handle the so-called "new looked marvelous in Given• Great deep sea fishing
chy's brown floral crepe hot
White ler free *reciter., rates.
7 reply probably is pants covered with a floorThe mbest
freed°
A 1971 Datsun will
Credit cards hewed:
that some can but more can't. length slit skirt," the story
Nevertheless,"Between Man said
kaericae Express, Moon tab.
be given away
and Woman"is a down-to-earth
Paneritare. blaster Charge
recital of the pros and cons of
Saturday Night,
4011
what some say is only common
If
July 17, 19/1
sense and others brand as
nothing more than sexual
DENVER — After being held
promiscuity.
tydescribes a variety up 37 times and paying to have
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at relationships between his plate glass windows rehusband and wife after the fact placed 60 times after looting at44.1CiroN.
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CEFUL Philadelufacturer sud• sales by packsoap in a china
doubtful if the
ded for perrnanshaving accesone historian of
.ues, Carl Dreplikely it was for
1 the soap was
.ereupon the mug
for coffee or
often present
these colorful
time when men
-Ives more atclean-shaven.
packaging of a
so popular that
hundreds of vaing mugs existompeted against
by providing a
a mug bearing
's name in gold
.o perhaps with
the individuals'

Prices Good Through Next Tuesday

*

*

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY
* FIRST IN FINE MEATS *

U.S. Choice

U.S. Choice

CHUCK Chuck Steak.59;
ROAST Fryers
27; STEAK
Bacon
49
29
29*
Towels
EGGS
C
Coca-Cola
29; Willie*up47!
U.S. Choice SWISS

Family Pak
Cut-Up

lb.

lb.

117;

Matchless

lb

lb.

69;

Smith

IG

Crisp 'N Good
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Sugar
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4-Gal.

Gerber

Armour
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DRESSING

19

ICE MILK
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NO COUPONS!
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BABY
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Pet Ritz

Pkg. of 2

White Gold

5-1b. bag

I

G te itN MARGARINE PIE SHELLS
PRUNE
BEANS
JUICE
N.2.035 $ oo
29; 3/$1
Qt 39

GRAPE
JELLY
2-1b. Jar

•••••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
noway •
•

Perby

SAVE ON THERMO—TEMPDetergent

,
B
Id

8-oz. Bottle

29;

L&M
Giant Size

Tea

(With Free Glass)

LOWER

EVERYDAY

9

Fresh Load

Gal

55;
43;
Bread
00
12-oz. Can

IGA

69;
PRICES
ARE

1A2

Ripe, Yellow

20 oz loaf 4/$ 11

Fresh

Ripe

Watermelons BANANAS Gm. Peppers Cantaloupes
00
3/$
1
5;
99;
lb 9;
&up

each
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Old Abandoned Service Stations Tons of dead
Pose a Continuing Civic Problem fish rotting
on Fla. coast

By MICHAEL MAAS
Written Especially for Central
Press and This Newspaper
IS THERE AN OLD, empty
gasoline service station in your

ST. PETERSBURG, FLA.
(UPI): Fish by the thousands are floating to shore
town 7
and rotting in the scorchIf so, it's probably one of the
ing sun on Florida's Gulf
10,000 obsolete stations Closed
Coast, victims of the deadly
each year by the nation's oil
Red Tide.
companies.
Most of the dead fish
Gas stations that n3 loner
have been washing ashore
are sufficiently useful have
on the St. Petersburg side
Joined the old tire, abandoned
of the bay. Officials said
auto, and the traffic and parknearly 500 tons of dead fish
ing problems fostered by the
of all kinds have been
automotive-age in the last deccleaned up in the last few
ade or so.
days.
The old stations, however, are
survey
An
aerial
the victims of their old-fashlonedness. smallness, a changing
Wednesday shows a heavy
concentration of dead fish
traffic pattern. competition or
unprofitability.
from Gandy Bridge to
This vacated service station in Scranton, Pa., was
Many are razed by their ownsouth of St. Petersburg and
offering financing and training to next leaser when
ers, and those unable to attract
three shrimp trawlers have
this photograph was taken. It has since been rented.
another !visor are simply abanbeen rented in an effort to
doned. eventually being boarded abandonment of old stations and such crimes occur annually, recollect the floating carcassup to become community eye- the building of new ones. It ports the FBI, one of the prime
es before they reach shore.
sores featuring cracked con- cited a 24-block section of an reasons being about five per
The St. Petersburg
crete, peeling paint, and weeds. avenue where there are 23 sta- cent of the stations are open
so far have been
beaches
• • •
tions--14 operating and nine 24 hours daily and often are in spared the tide, caused by
THERE ARE some 216,000 closed. Figures from the Retail Isolated areas, making them the blooming of a toxic miservice stations in the land to- Gasoline Dealers Association of criminal targets.
cro-organism that kills fish,
• • •
day, according to the Census Michigan show that 35 per cent
but the Gulf beaches south
Bureau. 90 per cent of them run of Detroit service station pro- HOWEVER, not all abandoned
the city have been hit
by independent businessmen. prietors leave the business each stations end up as eyesores. Of of
hard.
the thousands closed annually,
And, while new-station con- year.
struction does not keep pace
In the meantime, Detroit was many eventually find new uses,
with much-faster growing ve- seeking to reach an agreement such as youth centers, sites for
hicle registration, oil companies with the oil firms to limit con- small enterprises such as dry
actually are endeavoring to op- struction of stations and to cleaning and restaurant busierate fewer but bigger stations somehow rehabilitate the va- nesses, professional offices, and
so on. One western city built a
with more comprehensive serv- cated sites.
• • •
nunipark on a site donated by a
ice for motorists.
However, the complaint that OTHER complaints against station, and a midwestern school
-there are too many gas sta- service stations generally are system established a training
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI):
tions" continues, and the high that they often crowd out small- course for auto mechanics in an
Air pollution may have
number of annual abandonments er businesses, create neon jun- abandoned station.
found its way to the North
Numerous other stations are
'bends fire to the theory, so much gles, build new outlets just to
Pole, says Dr. Arnold Millso, in fact, that Detroit—where fight a competitor, and that tax modernized and enlarged to ser% er. inventor of a sophistithe auto was born—banned con- breaks permit them to close un- ice increasing traffic and to
cated electronic sensor
struction of new stations this successful stations and to bid make them more attractive to
which detects and measspring.
high for attractive property customers and their communiures pollution.
ties. But with the number of
The temporary ban until July sites for new stations.
Millet based his statewas passed by the city counAs if these complaints aren't autos and drivers growing largment on evidence gathered
cil after a neighborhood im- enough, the proprietors also er each year, it seems that the
by British pilot Sheila
provement group revolted over have to put up with the danger problem of vacated station, is
Scott, who recently flew
what it called a continuous of armed robbery. Nearly 10,000 likely to remain for some time.
over the pole in a twin-engine plane equipped with
Bellyful!
Miller's theta sensor as
part of an experiment for
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa.
the National Aeronautics
(UPI)—The average American
and Space Administration,
eats an estimated 1,500 pounds
As Miss Scott flew over
of food a year, says a consumer
the pole, the instrument
Many townships, islands
specialist at the Pennsylvania
measured high amounts of
in Maine need identity
State University.
sulphur dioxide—one of
The specialist, Harold E.
the two major industrial
T. Edgar says the homepollutants, Miller said. "We
Neiei, said a person eats about
AUGUSTA, MAINE
rule statutes enacted in
didn't expect it at all,” he
50 different kinds of food each
(UPI): If you yearn for a hit
1969
may
have
easmade
it
mid. "If it's reatit- indiweek. This fare includes about
of imanortality, have some
ier
for
small
communities
cates the pollution we're
money, six months and a
pounds
of
fruit
and
vege10,
Lb organize themselves. But
generating is being diesentfew friends, you may want
tables,
four
and
one-half
quarts
no one has tried it for two
Inatx1 all over the world
to name a town after yourpounds
of milk, one and a half
years, so officials aren't
by
currents."
self in Maine.
of sugar and seven eggs.
certain.
There are 404 unorganized townships and 115 islands in the state with no
organized government, and
many of them have names
no more exciting than
"Township 9 Range 4." In
1960, the permanent population of T-9 R-4 was 0,
according to the U S CenWE RESERVE THE RIGHT
SUS.
TO NAME a town, you
TO I I"IT DIIANTITti r;
must first register to vote
FACT SIDE OF r HE SOLIARI
in the territory. Under
Murray
present law, that takes six
months, three of them in
one spot.
Bring along some friends
RED CROSS
whenmemove,
t
because at
least
voters must Detition a county commission
for permission to hold a
meeting to organize the
community into a so-called
by 1-1
"plantation."
A clerk, three- assesaors,
a treasurer and a school
/
1
2"x10 yds. No.5050
committee must be elected
and other plantation officers may be chosen at the
rneeung.

Air pollution
,discovered
at North Pole

1- Names

wanted

Gaylord Nelson,

LEADING MOONLIGHTERS — Here are the leading
moonlighters in the U.S. Senate, and their reported
earnings in 1970 from speechifying and, in Nelson's

town fathers. k or example,
annual meetings must he
held, graves of veterans
must be decorated on M-mortal Day, and, among
other officers. "one or
more surveyors of lumber
and two or more fence
viewers' mutt be elected.
On the other hand, you
can levy your own taxes.
Secretary of state Joseph

financial deals, the lad began
wheeling and dealing and
making friends in high places
Q. "FATE
magazine (setting a pattern which has
February, 1971) described you continued to this day.
as one of America's seers. Eventually, he obtained the
What do you predict for release of his relatives.
Aristotle Onassis?"
When recounting the tale
A. At first glance, Onassis with his customary gusto,
appears to be the man who has Onassis gives much credit to an
everything. Here, you might American, then vice consul,
think, is one Greek who made Mr. Parker, and says, "Now
his odyssey and captured the you know why I love the United
Golden Fleece. His financial States of America." (Besides,
clout is staggering; he takes a it's good for business.)
Family friction erupted
robust joy in living; he is
married to the most famous when, instead of the gratitude
he justifiably expected, young
woman in the world.
An received only criticism. A
Yet, his ,stars tell us Ari's family council told him he had
personal ship of state is en- spent too much of their fortune
tering choppy waters. In 1971
on securing the releases.
and 1972, everything will seem
Embittered, An decided to
to go wrong. Women will cause
head for Argentina,to make his
him genuine concern. After a
fortune. In Buenos Aires, he
series of sparkling society
entered commodity trading
galas, Onassis will be plagued
with fantastic success. By the
by disappointments, vague
age of 23, he was to return
worries and equally vague
home, covered with glory, and
ailments. The troublemaker
worth a million. (Some
will be a hostile aspect forming
biographers say a million
from his progressed Sun to his
pesos, some say a million
natal Uranus, and it's a tough
(biters — but whatever, it's a
one.
bundle of the green stuff.)l'hus
As a boy of 16, this Anatolian
began one of the world's great
Greek became head of his
fortunes.
family when his father and
What manner of man,then, is
uncle were imprisoned for their
shown by his horoscope? His
political beliefs. As deftly as he • chart starts off with a stellar
would later make great
lineup of Uranus (surprises):
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Suntan Oil

Balanced energy snack. Reg. 69'
Pack of 14 sticks.
Chocolate or Peanut
sale
Butter.

COLGATE
100
OUTHWASH
17 oz
Plastic Bottle

Reg.

COPPERTONE

VISINE

Suntan
Oil

EYE
DROPS

Deeper,
Darker Tan
4-oz. bottle

eye drops

/
1
2-oz. Plastic Bottle
Clears redness,
soothes and
comforb irritated eyes.

Sale

Anti-Perspirant
8 oz SPRAY

9

3 Bonus Ozs6
FREE!

Reg. s 1.29
PRINCE ERIC

FANCY MIXED NUTS
• .7742.
A QUALITY MIXTURE OF SALTED
MIXED NUTS WITH
PEANUTS.
13 OZ, TIN

MIXEDUTS
'NC
Reg. 98°

Sale

BUFFERIN
TABLETS
Twice as fast as aspirin!
Bottle of 100 Tablets

Reg.

9
4
$1.67Sale

DrScholts

SOLVEX®

COFFEE
MAKER

Sale

41
/
2-oz.

Spray

ATHLETE'S FOOT SPRAY

8 Cups - Easy to Read Markings
Handy Brew Selector - Non-Drip Spout
No. CM10

54;
immra

GENERAL
ELECTRIC
Automatic

6
;
8

Reg. s 1.50

78

Sale
51.59

59c

MAN POWER
SUPER DRY

SPACE FOOD
STICKS

oz

Reg. s 1.50
Sole

Sale

PILLSBURY

Mist & Powder

A Color

CLOSE-UP

WHITEST TEETH! FRESHEST BREATH!
Reg. '1.09

Deodorant
Spray

Hair Color LoMoe

MASS. VIEW—Rep. Robert
Drinan (above), D-Mass.,
the only Roman Catholic
priest elected to Congress
in more than a century,
said in Washington that he
opposes any constitutional
amendment that would allow prayer in public
schools, but-teaching about
religion is "an idea whose
time has come."

Family Size 6.2-oz.

PRISTEEN
FEMININE
HYGIENE

61.1%fl$
HAG

the 'right" one.
Ari's Moon is in fiery
Sagittarius.
The Moon describes woman
in a man's horoscope; for clues
to the type of women, an
astrologer always looks to his
Moon.
Because the Archer is such
an idealistic sign, Onassis
could only love one woman at a
time; to do otherwise would not
fit his starry pattern. By the
same token, he is loyal to old
friends and sweethearts.

TOOTHPASTE

GILLETTE TECHMATIC
ADJUSTABLE

RAZOR
BAND

Mercury (the mind); Venus
I affections); and Sun, all in
Capricorn. His Jupiter (fortune) is in sensual, moneyloving Taurus. Small wonder
the man has garrierood so much
of this world's goods..
All these planets in "Earth"
signs describe a man who is
grimly determined to reach his
goal; a man who can find a way
around, over, or under almost
any obstacle.
In his solar house of money,
we find Saturn (thrift);
headwaiters make no secret of
the fact that An does not give
large tips. His Mars shares its
placement with Helen Keller's
Moon. This degree gives the
insight needed to overcome
tremendous odds.
Ari's Jupiter tells us he must
always be "the boss." His
yachts are the costliest, his
tankers the largest, his women
the most glamorous in all the
world. Mysterious Pluto rules
his house of romance, and well
describes his alliance with
Maria Callas Here is a man
who will not take "no" for an
answer in affairs of the heart.
Neptune governs inspiration,
and Art has it in a literary
degree of the zodiac. Neptune
here warns Onassis not to use
his gifts in a crafty way, not to
seek a fast solution rather than

favor

STOP, SHOP,
AND
SAVE

Reg. s 1.89 sale
$ 1 09

SiWer

case, from writings. Three, Muskie, Bayh and McGovern, are on the presidential trail, but only McGovern
has announced. Their Senate pay is $42,500 per annum.

Aristotle Onassis faces
choppy waters in 1971-72
By HERB STANTON
Copley News Service

Mark Hatfield,
B-Ore., $41,965.

George Mc(lovern,
$24.035.

STAR TALK

ADHESIVE
TAPE

NOW THE PAYOFF—
send a report of the meet
in:, to the secretary of
state, and be sure to inchide the name you've chosen
Of course once the plantation ha.s been formed.
certain duties accrue to the

Edmund Muskie,
D-Me., $40,865.

Birch Bayh,
944,331.

$9,000.

$9
48

KILLS
FUNGI
11.0t51k

athlete's
toot
:pray

ON
CONTACT

Reg,
'1.50

96;

Ws

SPRAY IT AWAY FAST;
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OPEN 24 HOURS

7 DA Ys

LIMIT:

A WEEK

Giant Size

Gab

6gt

DOWNY

OFFER EXPIRES 7-20-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

OFFER EXPIRES 7-20-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

I

one.
n is in

OFFER EXPIRES 7-17-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE

DEL-AIR SHOPPMG CENTER
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RIB STEAK HAMS

Butt
Portion
lb.

57;

COUPON

LIMIT: One Per Family
Folger's
1-lb
can

No. 2006

LIMIT: One Per Family
15-oz. Raz

COFFEE

OFFER EXPIRES 7-17-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

OFFER EXPIRES 7-17-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

69$

CHERRIOS 39'
OFFER EXPIRES 7-17-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

SMOKEDSLICED
47; JOWL

Southern Belle Fully Cooked

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BEEF

S.

SNACKS 3boll

With Coupon

OFFER EXPIRES 7-27-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

COUPON

No. 27752
Limit: One Per Famil
General Mills

COFFEE t 5IY

rid McGovMcGovern
per annum.

133z

S.

COUPON

IVORY noz- 39$

69$

PIZZA

COUPON No. 23889
LIMIT: One Per ?anal),
Tasters Choice
SAVE

k Hatfield,
re., 641,965.

Giant Size

TOWELS 3

allisq

OFFER EXI!ki.:s 7-20-71
GOOD ONLY Al S"TOHEV'S

LIMIT: One Per Family

One Per Family
Jeno Frozen

LIMIT:-One Per Family

i't-r Family

Or.

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

Shank
Portion

lb.

99clb. CHIC ROAST57 3 st
ROAST CUBE STEAK $1 1? PORI(
PORK9
2 c
II
Center Cut U.S.D.A. Choice

Lbs

Southern Belle

Farm res

FRYER BREAST

lb.

59'

lb.

49$

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

Mtn Lean

Fine for Bar-B-Q

PORK CUTLETS

lb.

69'

lb-

59 BAR—B—Q SANDWICHES 4P1

GIME). BEEF 59!
Family Pak

Boneless Center Slice

FRYERS

lb.

MC

HAM

lb-

99c

FR. FRIES

SCOTT

TISSUE

(With Coupon at
Top of Page)
King Jaz.

29;

2-Lb. Bag

22-oz. jar

C EoRA

39

59c INSTANT
sta TEA

3-oz. jar

OLEO

89C

Giant Size

TIDE

79;

Golden Ripe
log

1 lb Solid

King Size

English Mountain Cut

$1"

GREEN BEANS 2 1ctro,z, 29c FAB

Ot. bottle 69'

COUNTRY STYLE

Borden's

4P:"

lb

1-lb. can 09;

JOY LIQUID

Mr. Dixie

Heifetz

COFFEE

Fresh - 4 lbs. or more

Doz.

BANANAS

FOLGER'S
ALL GRINDS

Hot, Ready-To-fat

BAR—B—Q FRYERS

Heinz

•

SHORT RIBS

HK. IMAST79!
Hot, Ready-To-Eat

BABY FOOD

19;

Sunkist

LEMONS

Doz.

Kraft Bar-B-Q
THROW AWAY BOTTLES

HAMBURGER SLICED

SAUCE
LI PEKES
Calif. long White

Reg.
1.50

$1"

3 Lbs.

SWISS STEAK

10 2 oz

Boneless

(LIMIT: 3 DOZ.)

Spray

lb.

lb.

3
MIXLTED
WITH

RIB EYE STEAK

U.S.D.A. Choice

PATTIES

EGGS

TS

79c

COUNTRY STYLE

Ground Beef

LYNN GROVE GRADE A LARGE
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Outdo r Lore

Panamint's prospector
searches hills for gold
By JOE STONE
Copley News Service

BALLARAT, Calif. — The
ghost town of Brularat once had
no one who could be pointed out
to visitors as the last burro
prospector of the Panamint.
Ig NevyIe Shackelford • University, of Kentucky college of Aviculture
Late last year James L.
Weston, 42, settled there.
When Solomon, reputedly bowls, caring for their young. Weston is pointed out as the last
the wisest man that ever lived, and ever foraging for food, iris of the burro prospectors, in the
• advised the sluggard to go to easy to over-interpret their good-natured way of the people
the ant, consider her ways and actions and credit them with there, but he protests the title.
He has the burros. He and his
be wise, he wasn't, so to speak, human characteristics they do
rialking through his hat." not possess. To be sure, the ant wife Norma do go into the
There is, indeed, a lot to be shows the tenderest affection Panamint Range looking for
learned by observing these when caring for its young, but gold. But, he said:
"I am not a prospector. All I
industrious, ubiquitous insects. its actions are governed, not by
prospecting I have
As beautiful specimens conscious solicitude, but by know about
learned from the real
other
Its
instinct.
the
in
unreasoning
preserved
trapped and
prospectors and miners in
anther of the lower Oligocene activities and movements are Ballarat."
period, which dates back to 20 governed by the same force.
He is apprehensive that the
The ant is a scrupulously title may be applied in a
nullion years B.C., affest, the
ant was here on earth long clean creature and one of its universal way. Surely, he said,
before man and, because of chief cares is to keep itself and there are people outside the
its more powerful instinct for its home spotlessly clean. It Panamint who use burros to
survival, will probably be here spends much time polishing its bear their equipment and
long after he has gone. Living body and those of its fellows provender as they go about
looking for precious metals.
as it does in highly organized with antenna and tongue.
Weston is also concerned that
any
than
communities, it-more
Also its hill is kept strictly
might take him for a
someone
other creature-has better sanitary and no refuse of any real prospector because of his
mastered the art of living with sort is allowed to accumulate. beard, which is full and
its fellows.
Bodies of deceased ants are lustrous. He grew it because he
carried out immediately and dislikes shaving.
He is thinking of shaving it
interred in what some observers have termed "ant grave- off because someone might
yards." Presumably the ant think he is an impersonator
knows by instinct what and because,"I've found out all
humans have learned by experi- the successful prospectors
were clean shaven, like Death
ment, that harmful bacteria
Valley Scotty."
may grow in refuse and
Neither Weston nor his wife
threaten both health and food Norma protest when she is
supply.
referred to as an artist. She has
As a result, there are no
Entomologists say there are started to paint the spectacular
hill.
ant
the
in
problems
social,
about 5,000 species of ants in and historic environment and
The necessary work to be done the world. Some are peaceable her
obviously
work,
is allocated to the several enough, but some wage wars professional, is being sold at
groups and no nonsense. There with great armies organized Ballarat.
is no question as to who shall into efficiently-officered
Her rock paintinjk colorful
work, who shall fight, and who squads, companies, regiments, designs of desert life on flat
shall bear children. Unlike in and battallions that carry out rock, are also sold there.
Weston, who is now living a
human societies where the attacks in a definite and
efficient restrict reproduction systematic manner. Some ants life that would fire the envy and
while the inefficient reproduce keep slaves which they secure imagination of millions of men
of urban
without restraint. in the ant by raiding nests of other tribes, on the treadmills
living,is a native of Illinois who
trill only the strongest and fit- capturing eggs, larvae, and
served 21 years in the Army.
test mate and raise children. pupae which they care for until
His wife is a native of Texas,
Then, according to entomolo- these have developed into
where pretty women her size
gists, the males who do no adults. Then the raiders cease are referred to as little bitty
work die. The economy of the their labors and force the slaves thins.
ant hill is such that it will not to do all the work.
Weston retired from the
support for long any parasitic
But it is the slaveholders Army in 1967. There was a
members.
that suffer most. The captors period of wandering, a period
In observing ants as they go soon lose their capacity for as a professional photographer .
about the business of making a both raiding and work, become For six months he worked at a
living--tending their cows degenerate, and their colony gas station.
He went to the state of
(plant lice), raiding sugar dies.
Washington and picked apples.
•'Norma and I were going to
be professional fruit picker's,"
he said,"but there is more to it
than we thought."
They wandered to Death
New York's taxi drivers are
More than 4,000 students at Valley, and liked it there.
thinking of issuing credit cards the University of California at Weston read a story about
to attract business following a Berkeley have voted to con- Charles Ferge, prospector
17 per cent fall in business after tribute $5 to finance a nonprofft known to the world as Seldom
fares were increased by 48 per law firm which would deal only Seen Slim. He wanted to meet
the man.
cent recently.
with public-interest issues.
In Stovepipe Wells in Death
One young cab driver said he
A similar fund has already
was making about $150 a week been established at the uni- Valley he was told Slim lived
before fares were raised, and versity's Los Angeles campus, over the mountains in Ballarat.
-We came over here and
that after a big dip he had now and another is planned at two
worked his way up to about state colleges at San Jose and found out Slim had been dead
two years," said Weston.
$ix
Santa Clara.
The Westons hit it off with
Nixon Paul Jones, owner of
Ballarat ghost town, and he
asked them to stay. They now
live in the quarters once occupied by Seldom Seen Slim.

New York cabbies
dialog Onions

PAGF

centrating on three canyons in
the Panamint Range. They
have three claims, one of which
has shown them silver which
assayed as having commercial
potential.
We are not miners," said
Weston. "If anything of ours Is
mined, we'll make a deal with
someone to do it."
The couple found an abandoned cabin in rough, almost
inaccessible country above the
.000-foot level where the heat
is not oppressive in the summer, and not too far below the
line of ninon pines which tip the
Panamint Range.
It Is their mountain home.
There is an eternal mountain
stream, but it is in a canyon far
below their cabin and they have
to haul water, burro-back.
•'It is the most beautiful
place I have ever seen," said
Weston

brought the gear back for the
man.
"I liked it," he recalls. "I
liked doing it and being up
there."
He acquired the proper
prospecting equipment and
three burros, Billy, Jenny and
Mister Mustard — collectively,
B., J., St Co.
Billy and Jenny are the only
ones which bear packs now,
Mister Mustard is too wild and
will be until he has an
operation.
Or the trail their German
shepherd Jo-Jo runs ahead.
Weston follows, leading the
pack animals. Mrs. Weston
walks behind, prodding the
burros.
"ft is the most essential job,"
said Weston, "if you know
anything about burros."
The Westons are con-

C
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and
most
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virus
soon
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Hyatt
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OFF TO WORK—Jim and Norma Weston head off into the hills for a day of prospecting. Mrs.
Weston walks behind, prodding the burros when the going gets too slow.
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FREEZER SAL

purchased a trainload of dependable TempMoster and Delmonico Freezers
at tremendous savings for this once a year sale. We pass these savings on
to you See our complete line of feature packed freezers today!
We

-1

Never before
at this
low price!

Stints flute
camps law fin!

Not long after the Westons
settled in Ballarat a man came
prospecting, went into the hills,
decided he didn't like it or
couldn't hack it, left his gear
and came back to Ballarat.
Weston went into the hills and

Chest FREEZER
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FOOD CAPACITY!

back."
He told an audience in Nashville, Tenn.: We still have the
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The use of four-letter words
by antiwar demonstrators is
protected
constitutionally
speech and may not be made a
criminal offense, the Supreme
Court ruled.
Justice Harlan said it was
often true that "one man's vulgarity is another man's lyric."

SELLING ARTIST-Norma Weston paints the spectacular
embroilment of the ghost mining town of Ballarat In Its desert
setting. Her works are sold locally.

SEX LAW DEFEATED
The Israeli Parliament recently rejected a bill to legalize
homosexual relations between
consenting adults. It was defeated by a 34-to-I6 vote.
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Wallace's claim
worries Nixon
Alabama's Gov. George Wallace claims that his third-party
movement in national politics
Is stranger than ever and if the
Nixon administration does not
live up to its promises 'we'll be
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By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service

ecting. Mrs.

ticularly psychological
counseling, is being offered to
chaplains to help them minister
NEW YORK — Drug abuse more effectively to comand racial tensions are the manders and GIs alike, as well
most serious behavioral as to enhance their status in the
problems confronting Army Army, in their profession and
chaplains in their ministry to in society as a whole.
the American soldier, in the
'Chaplains today are much
opinion of the man . who will more sensitive to human
soon become chief of chaplains. concerns and approach them
Brig. Gen. Gerhardt W. more from the needs of the
Hyatt, who Will take command individual than of the inAug. 1, said a an interview that stitution," Hyatt said.
because these as well as other
"In other words, they are not
concerns are basically human as prone to apply long-term or
relations problems, the Army old approaches to people's
is taking a new approach to problems on the basis of what
training its clergy.
the church or the institution
Instead of lecturing or says. I think they are more
preaching on moral issues as inclined to deal with each inthe chaplain has in the past, he dividual as an individual rather
is now being educated and than give the same pat answers
encouraged to lead his men — to everyone."
and their families, too — in
This has brought added
small-group discussions in acceptance and recognition to
which they try to work out their the chaplaincy, which only
own solutions to their frictions recently was accorded equal
and problems.
status with doctors and
Special training in the psychiatrists on Army hospital
behavioral sciences, par- staffs. Previously they had

been
classifiea as administrative officers.
Moreover, chaplains trained
in the behavioral sciences are
on the faculties of the Army
infantry and armor schools and
are being asked to recommend
ways in which moral and
ethical concepts can be incorporated in the curricula of
these units. Chaplains have
also become counselors on the
interdisciplinary team at the
school for problem soldiers at
Ft. Riley, Kan.
They are making their influence particularly felt also in
encouraging conunanders to
abandon the old-fashioned
"angry training," according to
Hyatt, and to replace it with
techniques showing greater
respect for the dignity of the
individual soldier.
The basic functions of the
chaplain and the problems with
which he deals remain substantially the same as they
have been through the years,
he noted. It is the approach that
has changed, he said. adding:

LEDGER & TIMES — Mt SHAY, KENTUCKY
ow we go into different
aspects of problems that are
accentuated today. We have
had them with us all the time,
but they are a little more in the
area of human relations.
"Drug abuse ana racial
tensions are the accentuated
problems today in society as a
whole. Essentially both of them
are human-relations problems.
That is why I am so concerned
about getting chaplains trained
in the behavioral sciences,
specifically in the area of
human relations, because I
think both drug abuse and
racial tensions are a result of
negative human relations."
'10 prepare chaplains to
handle human problems more
effectively, the Army is sending some of its clergymen to
school, for master's degrees or
to become pastoral counselors
or supervisor-trainers.
It is also conducting special
seminars and workshops at
posts around the world to orient
VD
all chaplains in becoming more
L, CAT, COOL—Sharon and Rhonda Sul van ye a
aware of the problems of
tiger in their tank—Sugar, a 400-pound Bengal type
humanity so they can deal with
who decided to cool it in one of the lagoons at the World
them as "problems of inOf Animals drive-through park in Dallas, Tex. The siscomposing
dividuals
ters are employed by the park.
humanity," Hyatt said.

King Henry's warning
is not a bluff
Henry VII is being used by
the American Medical Association in a campaign to warn the
public about the dangers of
overeating.
"Eat! It gives you something
to do when you're bored or
"Drink! You don't really
need it to unwind. It's just to be
sociable......

NOW ONLY

A Cost Of...
Handicapped, or just lazy,
fishermen have a boon in a reel
that uses the power of rechargeable nickel-cadmium batteries to
cast and retrieve.
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HIGHWAY SAFETY
=t
By ARTHUR GODFREY •
Notional Chairman of The Highway Safety Foundation

ATTRACTIVE mother of two teenagers was v.Lr
THE
tremely upset. She had just been fined $25 As
Court costs for going through a red light. She told
judge the light was "green". The two arresting offi
at the scene, and witnesses in the courtroom, said
light was red.
As the woman left the courtroom, Ae
was approached by a traffic researcher
from our organization who asked if she
would consent to an eye examination.
She was assured that the results would
be kept confidential. "I'd be delighted
to," replied the woman confidently. As
the test began, however, she suddenly
pulled a pair of thick-lensed eye glasses
from her purse and settled them on her
nose. "I'll have to wear these to get a
shyly whispered to the
Arthur Godfrey good score," she
researcher. The researcher studied her
driver's license. While there was no
stipulation on her license that she must wear glasses in
order to operate her car, it was obvious to the researcher that there should have been.
The middle-aged woman was one of the first subjects
of our latest research project which hopes to determine
whether a correlation exists between traffic violations
and the eyesight of motorists who commit them.
The tests are conducted with the cooperation of an
Ohio traffic court. When convicted traffic violators
leave the courtroom, they are asked to cooperate in the
project. Few refuse. For some of the motorists it represents the first eye check since they applied for their
driver's license. In some cases this means the first vision
check in 20 or 30 years.
Prompting the vision project are facts gathered from
hundreds of accident investigations conducted by our
organization. We feel that there are many drivers who
should wear glasses but do not because they are not
aware that they need them. This is especially true with
older drivers whose eyesight may have deteriorated
since their last examination.
What the testing program shows will determine how
long it will continue and *hat formal recommendations
will be made by our organization. However, for maximum driving safety, we strongly suggest that all MOtorrsts, especially older drivers, test their eyes at least
as frequently as they renew their licenses.
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By JAMS CARY
Copley News Service
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Lots of fun all summer for the children,
and at low cost, too!
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2-in. tubular steel frame.
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WASHINGTON — An amazing nuclear reactor that
creates more fuel than it conis America's hope for an
inexpensive and safe source of
electrical power in the future.
To succeed it will have to be a
lulu.
Known as the liquid metal
fast-breeder reactor, it is expected to provide up to 60 per
cent of the estimated 2.38 bil•
lion kilowatts of generating
capacity the United States will
need by the year 2000.
But the reactor does not exist
yet in commercial form, and is
not expected to become an
operating economic reality until the mid-1980s.
But it is the centerpiece in the
new energy program President
Nixon sent to Congress June 4.
The fast breeder has been under development for more than
two decades, has been studied
in three small experimental
plants and will be produced in a
commercial-size demonstration plant by 1980 if Congress
approves.
By that time its development
costs to the government will
have soared to approximately
$2 billion, with private industry
picking up an additional $400
million or more in additional
development expenses.
If the fast breeder lives up to
its advance billing it could be
worth the investment. Its sponsors in private industry and the
Atomic Energy Commission
foresee a $2 billion annual wing over other methods of generating power by the year 2000.
The fast breeder's unique attraction lies in the fact that it
can convert abundant nonfissionable uranium 235, wrapped

in a blanket of uranium 238, into fissionable plutonium PU
239 and the plutonium can then
be used to fuel other fast-breeder reactors.
In effect a cycle can be established that permits use and reuse of the same fuel almost indefinitely, assuring an ample
supply of nuclear fuel for centuries to come.
The principle of the reactor
has been known for a long time.
Its feasibility was first
demonstrated in 1951 at the national reactor testing station in
Idaho. Experimental breeder
reactor I(ERB-D was built and
operated from August of that
year through December, 1963.
This effort was followed by
the construction of two fastbreeder reactors in the mid1950s, the 20 megawatt experimental breeder reactor II
EBR-ID and the 60 megawatt
fermit reactor.
This leisurely paced development was suddenly given major impetus when power demands in the United States began to climb steeply in 1967.
Whereas consumption of energy in the United States has
doubled in the last 20 years, it is
now expected to be magnified
sevenfold in the next 30 — that
is, by the turn of the century.
Such projections caused the
AEC to launch an intensive development • effort in the fast
breeder field as the best of all
possible nuclear power plants.
It produced the plans now contained in the President's energy programs.
Although Mr. Nixon's proposals deal with all forms of
fuel for power production,
there is heavy emphasis on the
fast breeder as a coming major
power source in future years.
The President proposed that

an additional $27 million be
provided in the fiscal 1972 budget plus $50 million more later
toward development of a commercial-size fast-breeder
demonstration plant of some
300 to 500 megawatt capacity.
It is to be completed by 1980.
With the technical knowledge
this will provide, the AEC is
hoping it will be possible to design plants of 800 to I,900 MWE
al) capacity — the size of
most of the commercial light
water nuclear power plants
now operating in the nation.
At present there are 22 nuclear power plants, providing
some rune million kilowatts or
about 2.5 per cent of the nation's 340 million kilowatt
capacity.
Another 55 nuclear plants are
under construction and 44 additional plants have been announced and their reactors ordered.

MAYOR CONVICTED —
Mayor Thomas Whelan
(above) of Jersey City,
N.J., and seven other Hudson County officials stand
convicted on 29 counts of
extorting kickbacks froth
contractors.
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SPACE HOUSEKEEPING — While three
!RANI,Att.trxmcaftt,

Soviet cosmonauts performed scientific
chores aboard a bottle-shaped space laboratory he size of a railroad car, Moscow •
released this drawing showing the Soyitz II spacecraft (rear) docking with the
orbiting laboratory.
(Cablephoto)
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National Guard Camp For Youth Begins June 27

A Vials fa The Old State House
Is A WAlk Through History
By Belem Price Stacy
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.—"You mean you've never been to
Mammoth Cave! And you've never been to the Old State House in
Frankfort!
The person doing the exclaiming was a resident of Ohio and had
not only been to both places more than once but was deploring
the fact that I had traveled in most of the states and border
countries but had not been many places in my own state.
Last summer I visited the Old State House and even yet I
marvel at all there is to see there and other places in Frankfort.
The rooms and sails of the handsome Greek Revival building
designed by Kentucky's distinguished architect Gideon Shryock
boast so much history my note book would not begin to hold the
Information.
An ornate round table that once graced Confederate General
in
John Hunt Morgan's home now addi distinction to 8 side room
other
the former Kentucky capitol, built in 1871. In glass cases
valuables of the Morgan family were being well cared for.
But these are mere fragments of the total history that I walked
Here
into when I climbed the steps of the house in Old Frankfort.
candidate
Goebel,
William
Sen.
beginning
century
was
all_a new
death bed
lar governor of the commonwealth, was shot and on his
took the oath of office.
in the historical library are letters written by George
Washington and Thomas Jefferson, personal papers of Jefferson
Davis and Henry Clay, gowns worn by governors' wives, relics
from famous people and famous homes.
In the collection of Indian artifacts I found a curiously shaped
rock,smooth with an indention on one side. It had been used as a
lasso weight by Indians who once roamed narrow traces in
Eastern Kentucky.
A gun collection includes the famous Burgoyne canon. and on
the ground floor in a display case were Daniel Boone's watch and
octacles,and a replica of "Boon's bestfren "his rifle.
looked at a vast bottle collection-all colors, and shapes,
a pin
101110ming like jewels in locked display cases. There was
lot had been worn by Davy Crockett, a coat that had been worn
by George Washington, pioneer-day relics that had seen the men
through joy, sorrow, courage, and daring.
There were many original watercolors of the great Kentucky
artist Paul Sawyier. Here in the Old State House the rainy streets
of Frankfort during its horse and buggy days, the historic
buildings, Elkhorn Creek and houseboats on the river—all done in
the soft, muted Sawyier colors—were quite at home.
Up the marble stairs, wondering if they would ever fall from a
lack of visible support, I found rooms of Kentucky treasures in
gems, velvets and linens, that had known grand old homes. There
were books and papers enough to satisfy any historian. One
display case could take an afternoon's study.
So much of it, so much beauty of another era,that together with
former
Mt
a of imagination I could almost people the rooms with
around
and
talking,
room,
the
of
center
the
in
Clay
owners. Henry
him statesmen, listening...Abraham Lincoln, accompanied by
Mary Todd Lincoln, might come over from Lexington on the train
to call at the State House.

FRANKFORT, Ky.—State
Adjutant General Larry C.
Dawson's idea for a summer boys
camp became a reality on June
71.
Fifty-six economically
disadvantaged youths hailing
from Ashland to Harlan to
Marion attended the first of three
one-week summer camp sessions
at the Kentucky National Guard
training site near Greenville.
General Dawson's idea was
transposed to a bean soup feast
in May which netted the National
Guard about 915,000. The money
was used to sponsor the camp
and remaining funds will be
carried over until 1972 to remodel

air
existing facilities in the Western a new sport(handball), an
)101
jets
Vodoo
ftF
a
and
of
show
community.
Kentucky
The youths were divided into tank demonstratiom.
three age groups, 14-16, with the Howard McKenzie, Lexington,
a
14-year olds attending the taught the boys handball, sport
opening week. The 15-year olds new to Americans but one which
started their seven-day camp will be feature event of the 1972
July 4 and the 16-year olds began Olympics.
Handball, unlike the American
its session July 11.
The groups are "commanded" handball game played indoors, is
each week by a 15-man staff from a combination of several difthe state's three major Nations] ferent sports including basketGuard headquarters. Activities ball, hockey, and dodge ball.
included trips, sports, and The staff also initiated a
competition atmosphere in the
military demonstrations.
Youths attending each camp camp, dividing the youths into
session were treated with a tour tour groups. A trophy will be
of Pennyrile State Park, several presented during each session to
swimming sessions. intrylaction the youth showing the most

YANKS BUY-CLOSTER
NEW YORK (UPI)—The New
York Yankees purchased southpaw Allan Closter from their
Syracuse farm club Monday
and optioned pitcher Gry
Jones to the same International
League team. Closter had a 7-5
record with Syracuse while
Jones appeared in 12 Yankee
games this season without a
decision.
determination
Col. Edward H. Milburn said
plans for the next summer camp
but that the
are indefinite
National Guard is hoping to
expand to five weeks.
"We'd like to get enough boys
participating in the camp to have
a battalion size unit in com
mand " he said.

MULTI-RACIAL HOTEL
South Africa's first multiracial hotel opened recently in
Johannesburg with a promise
of complete equality for nonwhite and white guests. The
hotel was built on government
orders

No Blackout Blues
To pros ide standby power,
many large central power stations are installing industrial
gas turbines. The turbine discs
are generally made of high.
strength nickel-base alloys and
nickel stainless steel, which provide strength at high temperatures.

1971 Marks Our
50th Year of
Reliable Drug
Service

SHOP
AND SAVE
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weights, according to London
Prize Ring rules.
The same year, the Gazette
pictured "an athletic wife
dragging her lhoxerl husband
from the ring at Pittsburgh
and laying out his opponent."
(Dist by King Featurles Syndicate)

STATUESTOLEN
A statue of King Taharga of
Sudan, 2,400 years old and
valued at $500,000, was recently
stolen from a planetarium in
Fitchburg, Mass
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EXTRA SUMMER SAVINGS
Patio
Table

Kleenex
Facial Tissues
125's 280 Value

Coppertone
Suntan Lotion

Si 98
Value

With all that
thundering go*
here came Lad
Slie remained
the night.

4 oz
$179 Value

Suntan

Citronella
Candle
790 Value

The fury of reminds us of
man is.
Wind blew
bier. A3.40'1W0have watched f
hanging prec
air.

The

Solarcaine
Spray
4 or
$2.19

Value

Supper fit for a
cabbage, corn
would have had
cornbread we h:
(heated up with
we had already
birds.

Ultra Brite
Cool Mint Toothpaste
Family

xi

pray

tityuaRneserved

Prices Good
hru July 19, 19

$1.09 Value

Lavoris
Mouthwash Begley's'
20 or.
Sleep Tablets

A Natural Resources Department hearing saw farmers and
wildlife spokesmen take opposite
sides on stream channelization- BY CLARK KINNAIRD
the practice which removes
bends and curves from stream
beds to increase the flow of water
and reduce flooding.
Farmers, as a group, had
praise for plans to channel some
grams in Kentucky, saying the
practice was desirable and
necessary to free more rich
bottom land for raising crops.
Jack Golden, a Grayson
County famrer, explained his ire
at the theory that -rural folks
most keep the countryside a
frontier for the city people to
come out and see on weekends.
"It's not b wilderness," he
asserted. "People live there and A CARTOON El) in the hutry to make a living."
ft mar magazine P U c k,
1892, has one swell saying,
Joe Brune,of the state Fish and "1 say old fellow, who is that
Wildlife Resources Department, stunning girl?" The other reargued againdt producing one sponds, "SH-h-h! Not 80 loud.
resource (cropland) at the ex- She took a prize in boxing."
His friend, faintly, "Oh, suppense of another (fish and pose she heard me!"
wildlife).
The cartoon is relevant to
the proven formidability of
tie said 247 miles of sceheduled some Victorian maidens. Who
channelization work are in was first prizewinner in the
Western Kentucky" and affect sport? In 1882 Police Gazette,
some of our most important the Sports Illustrated of the
Eighties and Nineties, hailed
wildlife wetlands.
Alice Jennings, a New Yorker,
in.. 120 lbs , as
"These wetlands constitute 5 ft.
Female Boxer." It
"Champion
some of our most productive provided a pin-up pose of her
wildlife areas," he said, "and in tights to the upper thighs,
are important to the continued midi-skirt, sleeveless jacket
maintenance of waterfowl with out-thrust clenched fists,
populations in the Mississippi and her challenge to box any
woman in the world at catch.
flyway."
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High winds,
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County and W last night ca
damage over a
The series o
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reported' •
morning, mo

Split Verdict On
Stream Channeling

Murray called channelization a
"sound and sensible technical
program" built upon the experience of many who have
oTestied with flooding problems
in upstream areas for decades.

Nearly 100,000 models of inventions patented in America
between 1790 and 1890 were offered for sale for $10 million
Rundle Gilbert, the present
owner, bought them in a courtordered bankruptcy sale in 1911
for $3,000 and keeps them in a
number of barns at Garrison,
New York.

WILLIAMS DISABLED
CHICAGO (UPI)--Outfielder
Walt Williams was placed on
the 15-day disabled list by the
Chicago White Sox Monday to
give him time to recuperate
from a finger injury suffered
when be was hit by a pitch
Sunday.
The White Sox called up Bob
Spence from Tucson as a
replacement.

Trees
Telep

He would enclose himself in one of the rooms to study old
papers; she would go to the Giraffe piano, and fluffing out
billowing taffeta skirts around the piano bench, would replace her
*top fingers on the keys and begin to play softly.
It is like a walk backward in time and quite easy to disassociate
from the present. One visit is not enough, and I'm going back.
If there are others who have not visited the Old State House and
the Capitol in Frankfort, this summer is the time. Before school
starts in the fall, spend a weekend in the capital city. One day
gepkt be spent exploring the Capitol and surrounding area and
'Slather exploring the Old State House.

Nearly 20 per cent of all
Kentucky cropland-or 1.2 million
acres-experience excess water
problems, according to Glen
Murray, of the U. S. Soil Conservation Service.

$10 million price
on model inventions

Electric
Ice Cream
Freezer

OZ.
Rexall
990 Value
Redi-Spray
Extra Dry
Deodorant
ZBT 9 oz. 1190 Value
Baby
Powder

*17 95 Value

S1 59 Value

*5.49 Value

Proslim Wafers
56's *4.98 Value

WOODEN

Zestabs Vitamins
w/Iron

Transistor
Battery

60's *2 79 Value

290 Value

White Rain
Shampoo
w/Lemon

Marshmallow
Peanuts

690 Value

1 lb

Kodacolor
Film

450 Value

004J04111•14AV 1.1IVIER
11161111/111 OCIMOUSTION
mom..

Value

119

Dristan
Tablets

The W -

50's
*2 39 Value

Esquire
Paste Polish
390 Value

Vitamin
• A&D Ointment
▪
AX-25B
290 Value

25 Square Feet

Eveready
0 Cell Batteries
604 Value
Pack
of 2

Many phones o
side of the sq
those at the
So, if you called
busy signal, it
that the phone w
It just was not
Strangely qui
telephone not r'
minutes.

DRISTAN

in 6194

Aluminum Foil

Science has d
Tetrahydroc
active constituen
absorbed by .
accumulate in
This breaks t
marijuana is"

CX 126-12
*1.40 Value

Electric
Ice Crusher
$11 95 Value

Garden Spray

We figured we
do with the rain
we watered the
late yesterday e
We went by and
with a piece of
out at Mr. Nixo
eating.

Polaroid
Color Film

BAR STOOLS

Raid House

49 Value

We bet Lynn Gro
last night. Also

Instamatic
X-25 Camera
Outfit
$32.95

Di or 890 Value

sca
Widely
derstonns today
Partly cloudy w
in temperatures
Highs today and
north and east
west. Lows tonig
to low 70s.
EXTENDE
Kentucky:
outlook, Satu
Monday shows
thundershower.
Saturday and
Continued warm
mid to upper .1
upper 50s to mi

Value

A

